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Senate Approves Bill By Minimum Votes

Gasoline Tax Revision
Set For Brown To Sign

ies his hot breath back in

By DIANA TAYLOR
shape that exponents of this bill desire.
Sen. John Doug Hays, D-Pikeville,
Associated Press Writer
"I have been made offers that are
said the residents of his district told
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP — Kenunbelievable," Moseley said, adding
him in a poll he conducted that, We
tucky's state gasoline tax revision has
that "those who rode in on white horses
are taxed to death in this country. We
been approved 20-18 by the Senate and
need to remember who they rode over
can't stand more taxes. We don't need
sent to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
getting here."
more taxes."
After a long, sometimes emotional
Both sides argued which was the
Hays warned that the legislature
debate Friday, the Senate passed.the
more responsible approach — voting
"may be getting close to adding that
measure by the minimum votes refor or against the revised tax.
straw" that broke the camel's back.
quired, although Brown said later he
"Responsibility is in the eye of the,
"We haven't had any roads in Lethad two yes votes available if it became
beholder," said Sen. Tom Easterly, 13cher and Pike counties for years,"
necessary.
Frankfort, who voted against the bill.
Hays said in reference to the intended
The bill won 52-48 in the House last
Special interests are too involved in
use of the revenue generated by the tax.
week, getting one vote above the
the legislative process, Easterly said,
"And I don't expect any when this
minimum.
adding that he couldn't support "full
passes."
The governor reiterated he had made
stockings at Christmastime" for
The passage came after intense lobno deals or trades to obtain the maspecial interests while leaving empty
bying by Brown throughout the day.
jorities.
those of "people who drive cars."
Brown told reporters later that he
Brown's tax "adjustment," as he
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, also
doesn't consider the move a tax incalled it, will change the flat 9 cent per
voted against the tax. And he said he
crease but more of a tax adjustment to
gallon rate to 9 percent of the average
received no pressure from Brown to do
help the state's Road Fund keep up with
wholesale price.
otherwise.
spiraling inflation.
A $1.50 per gallon cap, effective July
When he was called to the governor's
He noted that road construction costs
1. 1982, would be placed on the tax.
—office to discuss the tax, Baker said,
are expected to increase by 23 percent
After that, the tax would be indexed to
Brown "made me no promises and no
[HI HOBBIT — A two-hour rendition of J.R.R. Tolkien's "The Hobbit" will be present
over the next year and the tax, at its
ed at the University Student
apply to only 10 percent of the price inoffers, and I solicited none."
Center Auditorium at Murray State University at 7:30 p.m. Monday, March 31. The
highest, would only increase by 10 perfantasy will be presented by The
crease. Revenue generated by the tax is
In casting his vote, Baker said he
Hutsah Puppet Theatre.
cent.
earmarked for highway maintenance.
believed he was representing "my peo"If we can't measure up to issues like
If gasoline prices rise as projected,
ple," who would be willing to accept
this and understand them, we're not
Kentuckians would be paying about 4'1
fewer roads to avoid higher taxes.
representing the people," Brown said.
cents per gallon more in taxes by the
• :
middle of 1982.
Sen. Joe Wright, D-Harned,. who
handled the legislation on the floor, said
the question would be whether the
senators are made of -statesmanlike
steel or political plastic.The dwarfs, gnomes, elves and trolLs
Wright said that it is not -morally
the-can, but not an adult." Steiger says.
commodate both "young- and "old"
of J. R. R. Tolkien's The Hobbit" will
courageous" to oppose a tax increase
Murray State and the University Stukids.
Dr. Wendell Gordon, a Benton physicome to life at Murray State University
while voting for high-priced projects,
,,dent Government has scheduled a perAdmission for the show is $1 for
the 10-percent amount required to be
cian, was ordered Friday to pay ;10,000
at 7:30 p.m , Monday. March 31. A twoadding that the senators were "eyeball
formance of "The Hobbit" by the Hutgeneral admission and free for students
posted. The younger Gordon had signed
in cash because of the failure of his son,
hour rendition of the Tolkien fantasy
to eyeball with the harsh demands of
sah Puppet Theatre which should acwith a student I.D.
personally as surety for the remaining
Kenneth Gordon, to appear for trial in
will be presented in the University Stupolitical service."
$45,000 and will be responsible for it if
Calloway County Circuit Court.
dent-Center Auditorium by The Hutsah
Wright's remarks prompted a
he is captured.
eirouit Judge James
ppetTheatre.
!silonse frem Sen. Doug Moseley, ll
astiter
However, hi3father signed the surety
•
•
The Hobbit is the prelude to Tolkien's
Columbia, who said the implications
e
in the Callas- .4.• court arid will be forced
amount of ole liond signed oy Locylder
trilogy, •'The Lord of the Rings." In the
that those voting against the bill did so
•Lo pay the entire sum by May 15.
Gordon. Gordon's son was scheduled to
fantasy, a dwarfish hobbit named Bilbo
for political expediency "are illbe tried Feb.25 in the Calloway court on
Baggins and a group of dwarfs go on a
advised."
third degree burglary and persistent
journey to recapture their treasure
"If I were political plastic," Moseley
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President
felony offender charges.
from an evil dragon. Along the way
does not intend to break relations with
said,"I would vote for it, bec_ause I cerCarter is preparing to announce a furThe younger Gordon has been missthey encounter several different advenIran.
Maly would have been molded into the
ther cutback in Iranian diplomats in the
ing since Jan. 18, one day after he was
tures.
United States and new economic
convicted on four drug-related charges
The ffutsah Puppet Theatre's producrestraints to try to gain the release of
in U.S. District Court in Paducah_ .
tion consists of Six persons who
American hostages, administration
All the charges, both state and
manipulate more than 30 almost lifeForty persons have been summonsed
sources say.
federal, stemmed from an alleged
sized puppets across a three-tiered 20for jury duty in Calloway County
Ruled out, according to a senior ofmanufacturing of methamphetamines
foot-long stage. Rusty Steiger, who
District Court, according to District
ficial, is any U.S. military action or any
last summer.
directs the troupe. composed of the
Judge Sid Easley. They should report to
WASHIN
GTON AP, — President
other "belligerent" moves against
issued a statement saying the official
Gordon allegedly set up laboratories
musical score and built most of the pupthe courtroom at 9 a.m. Friday, April 4.
Carter is officially barring the export of
Iran.
ban was due specifically to the Soviet
in Marshall County,including one at the
The list includes: Loyd Buchanan,
Pets.
U.S. goods and technology to Moscow
However, the official, who refused to
invasion of Afghanistan.
garage of his father's home in Benton,
Steiger has been involved in puppetJoseph Elroy Green, James Carl
for the Summer Olympics, in a move
be identified, said Friday that "the
"The continuing interference by the
for the purpose of manufacturing the ilmakin
1
for about six years and is an acMahan, Eleanor Dorothy Kodman,
that underscores his intent to oppose
military options are not permanently
Soviet Union in the internal affairs of
legal substance, also known as
tor a . a magician. Some of his
Brenda Jean Call, Hugh L. Oakley,
US. participation in the Games.
excluded."
that country constitute an unusual and
"speed."
troupe's productions include a series of
Ronald P. Foster, Judith A. Baucum,
A Military operation against Iran, he
"It is the firm policy of the U.S.
extraordinary. threat to the national
The manufacturing was a federal oftelevision commercials and a musical
Billy Joe Chadwick, Robert Wayne
said, would carry "high risks" for the
government that no United States team
security,foreign policy and economy of
fense so he was tried in U.S. District
for children called "Swinging Through
McDaniel, Cecil Cleaver, Robert BarAmericans held hostage since Nov. 4
will participate in the Moscow Games.
the United States," the statement said.
Court Jan. 15-17 and convicted.
the Trees." He Chose the Tolkien work
rett, Rowena Patterson Stubblefield.
and would damage U.S. and Western
It would therefore be inconsistent for us
And in another statement Friday,
However, Gordon was charged in
because of its popularity among college
C.Ray Sims,Dwight Edward Holden,
relations with the Islamic world.
to permit the shipment of goods or
Deputy Secretary of State Warren
audiences.
state court for allegedly breaking into
Peggy Ann Mitchell, Pat Wilson Car"We've not, by any means, lost hope
technology for use in those Games,"
Christopher said the Soviets are using
the chemistry department at Murray
"I think it's a shame that fantasy is
raway, Edmund D. Fenton, Hafford
that there can be a negotiated settleCommerce Secretary Philip Klutznick
napalm, high explosives and other
State University last July to obtain
often set aside in adolescence in the
Leon Adams, Prentice M. Dunn, J. B.
ment
or a release of the hostages," he
said Friday.
"very tough methods" against Afghan
cheakii and glassware for the
name of growing up and being cool.
Dover, Daniel Rodden, Calton Morgan,
said.-"There are ,strong forces in Iran
rebels.
ma
Why is it appropriate for a kid to watch
ring operation.
The official ban is welcomed by many
Jirruny Krit Stubblefield, Anton Hernthat believe they have very heavy
Also, Christopher said there is
a puppet show or a cartoon or play kickAt the time of his disappearance,
U.S. companies, upset with Carter's
don,Gary Ralph Evans.
domestic, internal problems that are
"mounting evidence that the Soviets
Gordon was free on the $10,000 surety
earlier call that they voluntarily
Wanda Trevathan Morris, Ed M.
aggravated by the presence of the
are using gas, and there are recurrent
bond in Calloway and a $50,000 bond
withhold the goods. The companies
West, Max Earl Hughes, Joe Tom Erhostages."
reports — so many now that they
from US.District Court.
argued that a mandatory pullout might
win, Larry Hurt, J. C. Lamb, Jim
Other sources said Carter was about
almost seem to be undeniable — that
U.S. District Judge Edward H.
protect them from legal actions by the
Greer, Michael Morton, Janice Dale
to reduce the permissible Iranian
One Section-12 Pages
lethal gasis being used in contrast to inJohnstone ordered the federal bond
Soviets and salvage future trading relaHasty, Mildred Nance, Margie Dunn,
diplomatic force in the United States
Aces2
capacitating gas."
forfeited on March 10. However, the
Chettie R. Howard, Lannie Mise and
tions with Moscow.
and impose long-delayed regulations to
Classifieds
10, 11
White House press secretary Jody
court collected only $5,000, which was
George Landolt.
A Commerce Department spokesman
tighten restrictions on trade and credits
Comics
10
Powell, speaking of the situation regarsaid Carter's decision was taken for
for Iran.
Crossword
10
ding US. athletes, emphasized that the
"reasons obviously much broader"
These sources, who also asked not to
Dear Abby
3
US. Olympic Committee has "made
than this.
be identified, said the administration
Deaths & Funerals
12
clear publicly and 'privately that they
Earlier Friday, the White House
Dr. Lamb
2
intend to comply with the president's
Horoscopes'
2,3
views on not sending a team."
Local Scene
2.3
Opinion Page
4
Sports
67

Hutsah Puppet Theatre Will
Present Tolkien's 'The Hobbit'

Gordon Must Pay
Son's Forfeited Bond

Carter To Tell Of Cutback
In Iranian Diplomats In U.S.

President Officially Bars
U.S. Exports For Olympics

LA

Forty To Report
For Jury Duty
In District Court

today's index

mostly cloudy
and mild

A

Mostly clood Arld mild today
with a (hail t. of rain by late
aftern(H u or evening. Highs near
60 to mid t;es. Periods of rain or
possible thunderstorms tonight
diminishing to showers on Sunday. Rain heavy at times late
tonight and early Sunday. Lows
tonight low to mid 50s. Highs Sunday in the mid 50s. Turning cooler
during the afternoon. Winds light
and variable today becoming northeasterly 5 to 15 miles an hour
tonight.
Little or no precipitation expected Monday through Wednesday. Highs in the mid 50s to mid
60s. Lows mid 30s to mid 40s.
LAKE LEVELS-lake Balit1ey------150
Kentucky Lake
358.07

MSU Symphony Orchestra
Hazel High
To Give Spring Concert
Alumni Slates

The 60-piece Mursay State University
Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Neale B. Mach will present its
annual spring concert on the'campus on
Wednesday evening, April 9.
Scheduled at 815 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, the program will feature
David Price and William Koehler, both
senior music majors. Price will be singing the aria, "Dies Bilciness ist
Bezaubernd Schon" from Mozart's
opera "The Magic Flute," and "Una
Furtive Lagrima" from "I 'ElLsir
d'Amour," by Donizetti.
Koehler, a string bass major, will
perform Max Bruch's "Kol Nidtei."
Originally written for cello and orchestra, it is now frequently performed
by competent bassists.
The orchestra will open the program
with the overture to "Euryanthe" by
Carl Maria von Weber. Standing at the
—beginning-of—the -Ftententie-•pe:Akio of
composition,
Weber's
music
foreshadows romantic freedom, but
still shows its classic roots.

To conclude the program, the orchestra will play Borodin's Symphony
No. 2, in B minor. This is a challenging
work; written at the same time as the
,,composer's more familiar opera.
"Prince Igor," and its coTorful "Polovtsian Dances."
The public is invited to attend the concert at no admission charge..

4-H Council Sponsors
Workshop In Speech
And Demonstration
The Calloway County 4-H Council will
sponsor a 4-H speech and
demonstration workshop at 7 p.m. Monday, March 31, at the People's Bank.
north branch.
Marcia Harrellson, thelniversity of
Kentucky 4-H extensid
iiWCialist, with
conduct the workshop. All 4-H'ers,
parents and leaders are encouraged to
attend to receive training.

Reunion ARM 5
The annual reunion of the Hazel High
School Alumni Association will be held
at 7 p.m. Saturday, April 5, at the Hazel
Community Center ( Old Hazel Lunchroom).
'James Lee Harmon,a 1952 graduate,
Witll be the featured speaker. The president of Trucks, Trailers and Buses of
Murray, Harmon also is the current
state president of the Woodmen of the
World.
Musical entertainment will be
presented by Oneida White, Carol Barrow and Regina Stephenson.
A buffet-style meal, prepared and
served by the Hazel Woman's Club, will
cost $5 per plate and abundant opportunity for "visiting" is planned.
Reservations, needed by April 1, can
be made by calling Coffield Vance at
753-1658, Toni Jones at492-8662 cir Bfeb:.
da Overcast at 496-8190. Also, reservations can be mailed to Hazel Alumni
Association, Hazel, Ky.,42049.

MLA AWARD WINNERS - Participants from the Murray Vocational Cen
ter who qualified for competition at the state level in the Future Busine.••
Leaders of America (FBLA) Region I Conference at Murray State Universih
on Tuesday, March 25, are: (left to right)--Laura Morgan, second, scrapbook; Jamie Barnett, third, job interview; and Sally Grasty, third,
'stenography If. -About 904-sisdlletits and advisers from 25 MLA thapterc ift- West Kentucky schools attended the ninth annual conference.. First,
second, and third place winners are eligible to compete in the state ((ink.
ference in Louisville April 17.19.
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THE ACES'

IRA G CORN, JR

NORTH
3-29-A
Folks ought w think Just
as carefully' as if they were
•A 6 5 4 3
doing it out loud -- Frank
VAQJ98
.4 Clark
• Two declarers had to
•Q 10 2
think very carefully in the
play of today's ambitious WF-ST
EAST
slam The hand was dealt in •K 8 2
7
1 10 9 7
the semi-final round 01 the •7 5 2
K6
Akt4973
1980 International Teair •J 6 5 2
76
Playoffs in Memphis The +984
SOUTH
Aces enjoyed a bye in this
•Q
round by virtue of qualif •104 3
ing in two major qualifica•1084
tion events and I was able to
4. A K J 53
send in "fresh troops- to win
Vulnerable
East-West
the finals As a result. The
Aces will represent the Dealer West The bidding
United States at the Bridge
Olympiad in Holland this Nest North East South
Pass
1•
34
2•
fail
Pass
3 IP
Pass 3*
North's hand became Pass
4+
Pass 4•
enormous, after South bid Pass
5•
Pass 64
three clubs over East's Pass
Pass Pass
overcall of the diamonds.
Opening lead Diamond
And both teams reached the Deuce
excellent contract of six
with his 10, ruffed a diaclubs
Playing the slam against mond in dummy and then
a diamrd lead were Tom drew the trumps to claim
Sanders of NaShVilIe ion the his 11-tricks.
The, key to ticklish slams
team that reached the
linalsi and Gerald CaTavelli is to look far enough ahead
of Chicago The opening and to select a plan most
lead was ruffed in dummy likely to bring success.
and it was time to Plan on
Bid with Corn
what would come next
Had trumps been drawn. South holds • 3-29-B
betting all on a successful
•1097
heart finesse: East would
'KS
win and the slam would go
•41.i Q97
.
3
two down 'If only one trump
476
were drawn and a second
diamond ruffed in dummy. North South
2•
declarer would have no way i•
back to his hand and the 2•
slam would have no chance
ANSWER: Four spades
At trick two, both declar- The hand belongs in game and
ers made the winning- play
aa reason net to tA
They led a low heart away there without delay
from dummy's honors. East
Send bridge questions to The Aces
won his king and. with noth- I's)
Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
ing better to do, he returned with self-addressed stamped enxelope
a heart Declarer won this or rerds

ea) HEALTH
Bad breath cure'?
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
problem is halitosis.. I had my
tonsils and adenoidS-taken out
by one doctor and have seen
dentists galore. And then one
doctor took an-interest in my
problem and put me in the
hospital and ran all kinds of
tests. In one test they inserted
a tube into my nose and down
my throat and it revealed that
I didn't produce enough gastric acid to. digest my food.
He° prescribed a liquid
eyedropper type medication. I
put two or four drops 'in a
glass of water and took it with

Bargain Matinee
Sunday 2:00 p.m.
All Seats 1.50

• 753-3314

A. Amerman Drown
Become,• Love Story #
.-4
'
41N1 }.11

T,Ail

1.55

th 5.
,

1

nrIV
Gint
ftribinit
111EPiall

Thru Tine
FFit 9705 4- t:189tm.1
helm ht. See yea
kfcCLITEEN

--.4-r1

TOM
Boel on the True S.rf
0

E

Ends Soon*7th Week
t7:1520 +2:0T3guil
DUSTIN NOCVNIAN
MERYL. SIRUP

Kramer
Kgme
vs. r

thesinut Si •753 3314

Las. Shows Tooke
1. "Pink Floyd"(G)

(

2."Wet Dowse
On The Left"(I)

3. Adeh Eatertektmeat
• Ill Ov Over Only-

meals. It helped immensely
but gave me a burning sensation in my throat I stopped
taking it for awhile and since
then my doctor has passed
away The druggist won't give
it to me withotr, a prescription
I was wondering if you
know the name of the medication and if I can find it in a
tablet form. possibly in a
health food store since it was
some kind of acid. I'm 33 and
have lived with this problem
all my life I just can't face all
those tests and embarrassment again with another
doctor.
• DEAR READER - If
you've read my previous columns on breath problems,
you•11 know that this is a
symptom. It can be caused by
dental problems that require
dental treatment so you were
wise to see a dentist. It can be
caused by sinus infections and
that's why people sometimes
get relief from the problem
with treatments from ear,
nose and throat specialists.
Incidentally. it's seldom
caused by bad tonsils,
although in a 'very few cases
in which there are severely
infected tonsils present, it can
certainly cause a person to
have bad breath. The truth is
an infection anywhere along
the respiratory system' can
cause the bad odor.
Bad breath can come from
a chemical imbalance in the
body. A. lot of the odors that
cause bad breath come out of
the bloodstream and escape
into the air sacs in the lungs.
They literally come out with
the breath from the lungs
each time you exhale.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 9-4, Halitosis
The Breath Problem And
What TO. Do About It. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019.
It will give you more details
on the many causes for bad
breath_
Your story sounds like the
doctor who treated you
thought you had achlorhydria.
That means the absence of or
a decreased amount of hydrochloric acid in the stomach.
That Can happen, and the only
way you can tell it is by analyzing the amount of acid in
the digestive juices formed by
the stomach. That's what the
tube test was all about.
A person's stomach normally forms hydrochloric acid
and the drops that he gave you
were undoubtedly hydrochloric acid in water. DON'T TRY
THIS ON YOUR OWN!
Despite your embarrassment,
go to a doctor and tell him
your story. There are a number of digestive and metabolic
bad
disOrtler4-0.11L%eai
breath and all of ethrequire
medical treatment. Incidentally, if you do have achlorhydria -Wean cause other difficulties. So you really shouldn't
overlook the problem.
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Happenings In The Community

KING BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky King of
Monday,March 31
Hazel Route 2 are the parents
Tuesday, Aprd 1
Sunday, March 30
Saturday, March 29
Tuesday, April 1
of
a baby boy, Ricky Craig,
-Murray Woman's Club will
the
Kite flying and picnic by
Countryside Homemakert
Calloway County Band weighing six pounds five
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
have its general meeting at Greater Paducah Chapter of Club will meet at 7 p.m. at
the
at
meeet
will
Boosters
the First United Methodist
ounces, measuring 191,4 in9:30 a.m. at the club house.
Parents Without Partners will Black's Decorating Center for
band room of the Calloway ches, born on Thursday,
Church will be at 7 a.m. at
be held at Stuart Nelson Park, a special program.
County High School at 7 p.m.
Sirloin Stockade.
knnual Choral Festival will
March 13, at 7:46 a.m. at thr
_
Noble Park in
past
just
be held at Lovett Auditorium,
for Nutrition ProMurray-Calloway
Meals
County
MurDelta Department of
Paducah at 2:30 p.m. For inKappa Department of the
Murray State University.
gram for the Elderly will be
ray Woman's Club will meet Hospital.
formation call 1-07-6599.
Murray Woman's Club will
They have a daughter, Julie,
served at 12 noon at the
at 7 p.m. at the club house with
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
Masons of Alford Lodge and
Douglas Center.
2.
Dr.
by
be
to
program
the
Events
in
Land
Betweeli
the
house.
ladies of the Eastern Star will
Grandparents are Mr. and
Janice Hooks.
Tuesday, April 1
have their annual old fashion- Lakes include Kite Flying
First United Methodist
Mrs. William Barnett of Hazel
p.m.
at
from
Ito
4:30
Empire
ed fish fry at Aurora Masonic
Church Women will meet at 10
Route 2 and Ross King of MurWomen's Guild of St.- Leo's
Lodge Hall, Highway 68. Serv- Farm; Sharing Your Yard Catholic Church will meet at
a.m. in Hale Chapel with the
ray.
Dr.
Joseph
Hamilton,
p.m.
and
Wildlife
at
1:30
With
ing will start at 5 p.m.
executive committee to meet
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
nuclear scientist and active
Let Your Fence Row Grow at 12 30
at 9 a.m. and coffee to be serv- churchman, will speak at 3:30
WEATHERFORD BOY
at
Center
both
Sta3:30
p.m.,
Registration for Eastwood
ed at 9:30 a.m.
Mr.
and Mrs. Ricky Lee
Gladys
Williamson
Group
of
p.m,
in Room 228, Blackburn
Christian School will be held tion.
Weatherford of Route 2,
Sinking Spring Baptist Church •
Science
Building,
and
at
6:15
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at the
Murray Assembly No. 19 p.m. at the Hart Hall Cof- Buchanan, Tenn., announce
Murray State University will meet at the home of Laura
school, located on Highway 94
Order of the Rainbow for Girls feehouse, Murray State the birth of a baby boy, Levi
-Paschall at 7'p.m.
Baseball
Team
will
Racer
East.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
Aaron, weighing nine pounds,
University.
play Morehead State in a
hall.
born on Wednesday, March 19,
Free Blood Pressure Checks
Anniversary dance by the doubleheader at 1 p.m. at
at the Murray-Calloway Counwill be done by the community
Greater Paducah Chapter of Reagan Field, MSU.
Group II of First Christian
ty Hospital.
service Department of the
Parents Without Partners will
Church CWF will meet at 2
The mother is the former
be held at 9 p.m. at the
Softball tournament open to Seventh-day Adventist Churp.m. at the home of Mrs. MarBeth Wilson of Cottage Grove,
Sycamore
and
South
15th
ch,
Knights of Columbus Hall, teams made up of faculty,
tha Carter with Mrs. Marge
Tenn.
3028 Jefferson, Paducah. This staff and students will be held Streets, Murray,from 12 noon
Hays and Mrs. Lessie Pickard
Grandparents are Mr. and
to
'2
p-111.
is an open dance and members all day at Cutchin Field, Muras cohostesses. The program
Mrs. Rufus Weatherford of
are asked to bring goodies for ray State University. For in,vill be by Mrs. Dan McKeel
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr. and
Senior Citizens groups will
the refreshment table.
formation call 762-3811.
and the devotion by Mrs. Ruth
Mrs. Charles E. Wilson of Cotmeet as follows: Dexter at
Doty.
Hazel
tage
Grove, Tenn.
Center,
Hazel
at
Dexter
Events at Land Between the
Newman Club will meet at 6
The West Kentucky AssociaLakes will include Butter p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Center, and Murray at Ellis
First Baptist
Church tion of Educational Office Pertenter, all at 10 a.m., and
Churning at 10 a.m. at The Catholic Church.
MORRIS GIRL
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at sonnel members from ChrisNutrition Program for the
Homeplace-1850; Handloom
Rhiannon is the name
Marci
Elderly at Douglas Center at the church chapel.
tian County will host the spr- chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Don
Weaving Workshop from 10
Monday,March 31
noon.
ing meeting at Lake Barkley
'a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
Murray Affiliate of the Na- 12
Groups of First Baptist Lodge on Wednesday. April 2, Morris of West 21st Street,
Farm; Nature's Housing tional Hairdressers will have
Church Women will meet as with registration beginning at Benton, for their baby girl,
Singles Class of the Seventh
Shortage at 1 p.m. and Who a workshop directed by Sheri
weighing eight pounds four
Lives Here? at 2:30 p.m., both Coppage of the Bluegrass Hair and Poplar Church of Christ follows: Dorothy with Mrs. 9:30a.m.
ounces, measuring 20 inches,
Hugh
Noffsinger
at
10
a.m.
7
p.m.
at
the
churwill
meet
at
mornOn the agenda for the
at Center Station.
Fashion Committee at thel
and Bea Walker with Mrs. ing session will be "America's born on Monday, March 17, at
Beauty Box, Dixieland Shopp- ch.
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paul Mansfield at 7:30 p.m.
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to ing Center, Murray, from 10
Youth Today" Eric Ellsworth, Paducah.
take
ott
Murray
TOPS
i
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman a.m. to 3 p.m. This is free to
Executive Director, Hopkins
They have one son, Craig, 5.
Pavilion, College Farm Road. Murray members but a fee of pounds sensibly) Club will
County YMCA, Madisonville, The mother is the former
Parents
of
Murray
p.m.
at
the
Health
meet
at
7
This is a support group for $5 will be charged for non
and "School Law - School PerCooperative Preschool are sonnel" - W.D. Kelley, Angie Austin. The father is a
Center, North Seventh and
familis and friends -of merribers.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at Superintendent, Christian coach and teacher at Benton
Olive Streets. This is open to
alcoholics and for information
Junior High School. •
the class room.
any
interested
person.
call 437-4229.
County Public Schools, Grandparents are Mr. and
Tennis tournament, spon_
Hopkinsville, Ky.
sored by Housing ProgrammMrs. Raymond Morris of HarThird night of "What is the ing Council, for coed tennis
After lunch a business ses- din and Mrs. John Culp and
Color of the Wide, Wide teams will be held. Entry fee
sion will be held. The enter- Alvin Austin of Benton. Great
World?" will be presented at will be $1 with trophies to go
tainment for the afternoon will grandparents are
and
the Murray State University for first and second place winbe by a group from Christian Mrs. Ed Austin of Be to
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission ners. For information call 762County called The Denim and
$3 for adults,$1.50 for children 3811.
Lace Group. ,
Frances Drake
WEBB GIRL
uner 12, or by season ticket.
All educational office per- - Mr. and Mrs. Connie Ray
FOR
SUNDAY,
MARCH
30,
1980
sonnel in this area are urged Webb of Route 1, Cottage
Murray State University
Oaks Country Club will have
CAPRICORN
to attend this meeting if possi- Grove, Term., announce the
Racer Baseball Team will
a club member breakfast at
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19ild
ble. This meeting can be birth of a baby girl, Sherry
7:30 a.m. atthe club. No reser- play North Dakota at 1 p.m.
What kind of day will
Your mind is on distant
vations are required. A tennis and Brown at 3 p.m. at
tomorrow be? To find out what ma nett,'isemtris a romantic entertaining and beneficial to Lynn, weighing seven pounds
Reagan Field, MSU.
the stars say, read the interest. Meanwhile, don't your job as educational office six ounces, born on Saturday,
organizational meeting will
forecast given for your birth overlook somebody who would personnel, whether you be a March 22, at the Murrayfollow. Also a ladies golf sprsecretary, aide, clerk, etc., a Calloway County Hospital.
Sign.
Today is last day to drop
ing meeting will be at 10:30
like to gerto know you.
spokesman
said.
with
a
classes
regular
16-week
a.m, and any lady unable to
The mother is the former
AQUARIUS
The registration of $7.00 Anna Anderson.
attend is asked to contact WP or WE at Murray State
ARIES
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)""'
University. Advance registraVicki Nance
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)"r•r4
Harmony with others up to a which includes your meal can Grandparents are Mr. and
The tendency
is to point, but watch out for a be mailed to: Judy Snead, Mrs. Jack Webb of Cottage
Intercollegiate Rodeo spon- tion will begin for 1980 sumoverspend in the pursuit of sudden flare-up. An argument Christian County Board of Grove, Term., and Mr. and
sored by Murray State Inter- mer sessions and fall
pleasure. Romantic feelings among family members is a Education, P.O. Box 609, Mrs. Max Anderson of Benton.
collegiate Rodeo Club will semester at Student Center.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240.
are intense, but do nothing to possibility.
have its third night program
"The Hobbit" will be
arouse
PISCES
jealousy.
at 7:30 p.m. at the West Kenpresented by the Hutsah Pup( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
tucky Livestock and ExposiTAURUS
pet Theatre at 7:30 p.m. at the
A short trip is pleasant, but
6kti
tion Center. Tickets are $4
to
May
Apr,
20
20)
,
the way home could be fraught
Student Center Auditorium,
aduls, $3 students, and $2
Sexual tension may be the with difficulty if tempers get
Murray State University. AdWe ore pleased to
children 6 to 12.
real cause of a domestic out of hand. Be cooperative
mission
will
be
$1
or
free
to
announce that Vickie
----can
times
Still,
good
'dispute.
with others.
with I.D.
Chadwick, bride-eleAnnual Pancake Day by the students -be had, if emotions are kept
—
YOU BORN TODAY are
ct of Jerry Maynard
Murray Civitan Club will be
control.
under
Ladies Winter Tennis
attracted to the professions
has selected— her
held from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m. at League will meet at 9:15 a.m. GEMINI
and are strongly allied to- the
china,
stainless and
Restaurant. at the Murray High School ( May 21 to June 201
Trenholm's
field of education. Law,
chrystal from our.
Tickets are $1.50 per person.
A wonderful day for teaching, writing, social work
Tennis Courts to go to Kenlake
complete
bridal
puttering around the house-7-- id'medicine are some of the
Tennis
registry.
Center
to
play
at
10
Square and'round dancing•is a.m.
Watch out for rumors based on (lel., in which you'd find
Vickie and Jerry
scheduled at the Woodmen of
envy.
Watch
self- happi ss. t times, you can
will be married May
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
be set in yo
ys and must
2,1980.
Meeting of Democrats in dramatization.
watch a tenden
be
Calloway
County
will
be
held
CANCER
Murray State University
You
at 7 p.m. in the circuit court (June 21 to July 22) ee) domineering.
Racer Baseball Team will
conscientious
and
with the
The paths of communication
room of the Calloway County
play Eastern Kentucky in an Court
development
of
social
are
pleasantly
open,
that
is
House.
t.
OVC doubleheader at 1 p.m. at
until someone gets hot under consciousness will make a fine
contribution
to
the
Reagan Field, MSU.
Hazel Senior Citiziens will the collar about a financial community.
matter.
nave activities from 10 a.m. to
Sunday, March 30
St. Leo's parishioners will 2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22) ittirz
observe the Spirit Walk in lunch at 11:45 a.m.
The day finds you in the
Gleason Hall at 10:45 a.m.
Singles Unlimited will meet mood for a challenge. Don't
mass
a.m.
the
11
preceding
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of pursue someone unless truly
with special singing by the the First United Methodist
interested. Ego interferes
children's choir.
Church.
with romance.
VIRGO
Open house with tours of the
Baptist Men of Sinking Spr- )Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
building and refreshments ing Church will
In person, you make an
meet at 7:30
will be held-at the Calloway p.m. at Seven Seas with
effective presentation, but on
the
p.m.
Middle School from Ito 4
Rev. Terry Sills to present the the phone you could get into an
The public is invited.
argument about love and-or
program.
sex.
be
will
supper
Fellowship
Today there are a lot of people who preach this
Parents Anonymous will UBRA
held at 5:30 p.m. at the Goshen
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
doctrine.
As a matter of fact,there have been admeet
at
7:15
p.m.
For
inforChurch
Methodist
United
The social scene is lively,
vocates
of
this idea for the past 2000 years. When
prior to the evening service at mation call 759-1792.
expect
competition
re
but
Jesus
was
crucified
by the Romans and placed in
6:30 p.m.
romantic interests. A pushy
Recovery, Inc., will meet at friend could upset your
a
tomb,
his
enemies
assumed that he was dead
Virgin Chapter No, 55 Order 7:310p.m. at the Health Center,
equilibrium.
you?
gone
forever.
Do
and
of the Eastern Star will have a North Seventh and Olive SCORPIO
Palm Sunday program at the Streets, Murray.
As the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ),
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Methodist Church, South
we believe that He is living in the hearts of every
This is no time to play
Calloway County 4-H Coun- games. Testing others is not
Fourth and Mulberry, Murtrue Christian. We also think that this fact is worcil will sponsor a 4-H Speech the way to find out if they
ray,at 3 p.m.
th celebrating.
and Demonstration Workshop care. However, you'll meet
Easter is more than colored eggs and bunny
at
7
p.m.
at
the
North
Branch
with social success.
Senior trumpet recital by
of
the
Peoples
Bank.
'
rabbits.
These are just symbols of a rebirth and a
SAGITTARIUS
Kenneth Welch, rCrwlkes,
to pee. 21)
new beginning, but the new life should really
Ind., will be held at 3:31).p.m.
Kentucky Music Educators (NOV.
Your career plans are
in the recital Hall Annex, Fine Band and Orchestra Festival
begin in our hearts.
Arts Center, Murray State will be held all day at the excellent, but it may be
,Come„ on in Easter Sunday and help us
get
to
difficult
actually
University.
Lovett Auditorium, Murray projbcts underway. Those who
celebrate. Then, if you still think God is dead,
The South Pleasant Grove State University.
try to help may hinder.
well,okay.
United Methodist Church Men
will meet at 7:30 a.m. for
breakfast at the Sirloin
Stockade, Murray.
--•-••=11•••
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a
A
a

Christian Lountv
Association To
Host pring Aleet
-11 Barkley Lodge

Your Individual
:
144
Horoscope
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nsor-

God is dead.

n

Dedication of the new
transmission system of
WKMS-FM, fine arts radio
station of Murray State

Univessitvy.....344
reception for the -PULE It 5
p.m.followed by a live dedication broadcast at 6 p.m. Tours
be
of the new facilities
given throughout the evening.

Community-Wide Easter Sunrise Service
Sun., April 6, at 6 A.M.
Stewart Stadium, Murray State
bad weathe( under the
AWL.
Llikinots)

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street

7

br7bcp7icle. Roos, Minister
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Murray-Calloway Co. Ministerial Assoc.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

of

llarriage ores
To Be Read

Frances Drake
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as
the
t!,

from others.
effective. Forget about your
CANCER
ego.
June 21 to July 22) 1181(
C) SCORPIO
Check
appliances. ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'eV
Something could break down.
You'll want to tackle
Constant distractions may unfuushed business now but
interfere with what needs t6 may get frustrated in the
ARIES
be dune around home base.
process. Take one thing at a
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)114
1
time. Be patient.
Family problems could LEO
SAGITTARIUS
arise. Children may be I July 23 to Aug. 22)
Much ado about nothing
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
rebellious or a 'relationship
Your social life picks up
reaches a critical turning may be the final result of an
endless
round
of now, but you could spread
point. Accent harmony.
conversations. The picture yourself thin. Others will get
TAURUS
may change rapidly.
on your back if you forget an
( Apr. 20 to May 20) t$
appointment.
Constant interruptions. VIRGO
CAPRICORN
interfere with work progress. i Aug. 23 to Sept.
Don't let a simple thing like ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Do your best to minimize
Too many irons in the fire
distractions. Don't overtax paying a bill turn into a fight
with city hall. Today you're diminish work effectiveness.
your strength.
the consumer who complains. Get your priorities in order. A
GEMINI
LIBRA
domestic
issue
seems
(May 21 to June 20)
troublesome.
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Restlessness affects
Your feelings are easily hurt AQUARIUS
romance. Your tendency now
is to play the scene. It won't now. Perhaps, you're too (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll meet with opposing
preoccupied to be really
take much to arouse criticism
opinions and conflicting
viewpoints. It will take a lot of
hammering out to get the
rinti Ter.r.v Pori PliNt - hull
Rena
issues settled.
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Sheri
PISCES
Rena Miller to Terry Don Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Paschall of Murray Route 1, has been announced by her
You'll consider different
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Miller of Murray Route 1.
alternatives re the financing
Miss Miller will be a 1981 graduate of Calloway County\
of
projects,
but
may
not
come
Armstrong, Jacqueline Kelly
Thirty children and young
High
School.She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
up
with
a final decision at
Boltz, Shannon Jane Boltz,
adults received the sacrament
Seay of Lynnville and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Burie Miller of
present.
Catherine Megan Cappock,
of confirmation on Monday,
Lynn Grove.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Rebecca Ann Jones, Ann
Mar. 4 in St. Leo's Catholic
Mr. Paschall, a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High
creative
and
practical,
yet
at
Marie
Madajczyk, Mara Lynn
Church, with Bishop Henry J.
School, is self-employed as a farmer. He is the grandson of
times
have
difficulty
Phillips, Melissa Ann Dawn
Soennecker, officiating.
-Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pierce of Kirksey and of Mr. and Mrs.
reconciling these qualities. It
Poat,
Confirmands were:
Halford Paschall of Murray.
is important that you like your
Traci Ann Poulter, Connie work
Kevin Alan Doyle, James
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, June 6, at 6:30
for you to succeed.
Sue
Ross,
Michelle Marie Otherwise, you can drift or
Thomas Forsythe, Jimmy
p.m. at the Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove, with the Rev.
Michael Jones, Jason Charles Seyes, Cynthia Marie Spann, become lazy. A
good
Mike Littrell conducting the double ring ceremony. A recepAnita Ann Tidwell,
Kupchella, Douglas Cory
education in the field of your
tion will follow in the church fellowship hall.
Sheri Catherine Tidwell, choice will help you make the
Lambert,
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
Christopher Drew Lyon, Lisa Ann Whitaker, D,bra most of your creative abilities.
the wedding and the reception.
Ann York,Kristin Kaye Zehr.
Kenneth John Mikulcik, Jacob
Writing, teang, acting, and
Following the confirmation music are some of the fields in
Michael Muhleman, John
Perry Seyes, Robert Anthony ceremonies in the church, the which you'll find happiness.
confirrnands and their spon- You're also drawn to science
Weatherly,
James Mark Whitaker, John sors, parents and friends held research, medicine, and
religion.
Birthdate
of:
Anthony York, Dawn Renee a social hour in Gleason Hall.
Richard Chamberlain, actor;
ARNE1T GIRL
Mayfield Route 5 and Mr. and
Shirley Jones, actress; and
.Miranda Lynne is the name Mrs.
W.T. Hurt of Mayfield.
Sean O'Casey, playwright.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Mickey Arnett, 1125 Depot
iiiai/.
Street, Mayfield, for their
baby girl born on Thursday,
PADUCAH PATIENT
March 13, at the MurrayGerrue Bazzell of Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
has been dismissed from the
Grandparents are Mr. and Western Baptist Hospital,
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Mrs. Robert Arnett of Paducah.
Women's Guild will meet
By Abigail Van Buren
Tuesday, April 1 at 12:3015.m.
Hall.
Gleason
in
Refreshments will precede the
1 p.m. business meeting, and
will be served by the following
hostesses: Sallie Gay,
Eleanore D'Angelo and
•
Evelyn Hubbell.
Members will participate in
DEAR ABBY: I've been gong with this man for the past
a penitential service with the
year and I am very fond of him. I met him in church. He is
Rev. Ben Luther, who will be a
thoughtful, kind, spiritual. generous and very honest. He
guest for the afternoon. Mass
also has a beautiful garden
will follow at 2:30 p.m. ir. the
Last Christmas I gave him a statue of St. Francis of
church.
Assisi in a small grotto, and I had our finest nursery plant
A working bazaar commitivy and holly in it. They also added a plastic leaf of
tee has been formed and will
poinsettia.- The entire gift was about 30 inches tall. My
friend had just returned from a church retreat, and I
meet every third Tuesdai-Of
thought .because of his spiritual interest my gift would be
the month from 10 a.m. until 2
appropriate for his garden
p.m. Co-chairmen of the comWhen I gave it to him, 1:-.041. "Well, in the first place, I
mittee are Margaret Hicks
don't like religious statuoiTind in the second place, I hate
and Eleanore D'Angelo.
fake flowers. I can't kjelieve y6ii actually would spend money
to get that tacky thing planted. How much did you pay for
it?"
,
Abby, I was shocked. All I could think of to say was,"I
love St. Francis of Assisi, so if you don't want it, I'll keep it,
and you can go pick out a birdbath for your garden." He
seemed to like the irk*.
Now I am havingisecond thoughts. Should I keep the
statue for myself and let him pick out a birdbath? Or should
!tell him this is his gift — he can take it or leave it.
J.D.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
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UNDERSTANDING OF DEATH — Murray Midee School eighth graders participated in
activities coordinated by the school guidance counselor which helped them grow in
awareness and understanding of death. In photo, students visited a funeral home
where they learned information concerning funerals. from left, Heidi Barrett, Emily
Apperson, Alison Sears, Tracy Graves, Chris Young, Lori Wynn,(back) Gwen Hoover
and Tony Hoorn.
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Family Set As Week's Theme
Focus on the Family is the
theme for the sixth annual
Kentucky Guidance Week
being observed March 23-29.
In selecting the theme, the
Kentucky School Counselors
Association, the Kentucky
Personnel and Guidance
Association, and the Division
of Guidance and Social Work
are emphasizing the need the
family has for guidance not
only from the counselor, but
from all persons who have an
impact on their lives.
Guidance programs in
Murray City Schools include
career counseling, individual
and group counseling to deal
with personal and social
problems, and guidance in
educational choices.
At the present time school
counselors are coordinating
the state -mandated
achievement testing in the
schools. Teachers use the
results of these tests to plan
remedial programs for
children who need special help
in some areas of Study.
Geneva Brownfield, Murray
Middle School guidance
counselor, reports a number
of interesting and effective.
group counseling activities
this year at the Middle School.
Eighth grade students
participated in activities
designed to help them grow in
awareness and under4tsnding
of death.
Twelve seventh and eighth
grade students volunteered

for group counseling on "How
to Stop Smoking."
During the month of April,
Mrs. Brownfield and Charlotte
Barker, counselor at Murray
High School, are assisting
Middle School eighth graders
in choosing subjects for their

freshman year at Murray
High School.
Both counselors issued
invitations to parents to make
appointments to visit their
schools when questions
concerning their children's
work arrise.

I )1

Senior Citizens
Meals Nlenu Released
Menus for the Nutrition Pro- fee, tea.
Wednesday—oven fried
gram for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been chicken, green peas, golden
released for the week of mashed potatoes, hot roll, butter, sliced peaches, milk,
March 31 to April 4.
Meals are served Monday tomato juice, coffee, tea.
through Friday at 12 noon at, Thursday—fresh ham, pinto
the Douglas . Center and at--, beans, mixed vgreens, corn
11:45 a.m. at the Hazel Com- bread, butter, rice pudding,
munity Center: and on .Tues- orange, milk, apple juice, cofday and Thursday at /2 noon fee, tea.
Friday—tuna, cheese,and
at the Ellis Community
Center. Meals are also sent noodle casserole, carrot coins,
stewed cabbage, corn bread,
out each day.
butter, white cake with
Menus are as follows:
Monday—chili burgers, slic- chocolate icing, pears, milk,
ed cheese, white beans, tossed coffee,tea.
salad with thousand island
dressing, hot roll, butter,
banana, milk, apple juice,coffee, tea..
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Tuesday—lasagna, green
Dismissed recently from
beans, whole kernel corn,
garlic bread, butter, ap- Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
plesauce, apncots, milk, cof- was Silburn Colson of Murray.

To the energetic
belong the
energy savings!

Children. Adult ReceiAe
Confirmation Sacrament

XCf

'
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Church if omen s
Guild To 41eet
On Tuesda

If Friend Thinks Gift
Is For the Birds
Give Him One

▪ Y27

Dr. David G. Fitch
Dentist

Announces The Relocation Of His Office To

1304 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, Ky.
753-8368
Telephone Answered 24 Hrs.

SIGN-UP NOW
FOR

DEAR J.D.: You may have second thoughts, but
you've already offered to keep St. Francis and let
your rude and ungrateful friend pick out a birdbath,
so I think you're stuck for the birdbath.
DEAR ABBY: I've read that Vitamin E is supposed to
work wonders in boosting a person's sexual performance. Is
there any truth in that?
On a scale of 1 to 10. 11 say I'm about a 2.
NEEDS HELP IN LA JOLLA

HEART FUN RUN
RUN...

DEAR NEEDS HELP: If you believe Vitamin E will
"work wonders" — it could.
DEAR ABBY: I am planning my wedding and have a
very important decision to make. I am 28, and this is my
first and (I hope) only wedding, and [want it to be perfect. I
am having six bridesmaids. a maid of honor and a matron
of honor.
All the girls in my wedding party are either a size 8 or 10
— with the exception of the girl who should be my matron of
honor, who is at least a size 20. I was her maid of honor
when she was married four years ago. She has always been
a little on the plump side, but since her marriage she has
gained about 40 pounds.
I hate to exclude her from my wedding party, because we
grew up together and she has been my closest and dearest
friend, but I don't want to embarrass her or myself on what
should be the most beautiful day of my life.
What do you think?
UNDECIDED BRIDE
_

Get going! The sooner you start making those
energy-saving home improvements, the
sooner youll be seeing smaller and smaller
fuel bills! We can help you on your way with
TVA's Home Insultation Program. For information call...

t

401 Olive

Murray Electric
System

753-5312

DEAR WONDERING: The day following February
28, which would be March I — unless it's a leap yegr.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send
$1 with a long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents)
envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212.

May 17, 1980

/- May 17 1.444,a I free run RUT) .114,,'
by thr American Ffeart AS.Ciat trf

with the

•

I,', h,, ai advx-e prowded by Paducah Road Runners Club
The event ss ill feature a hen rude run. tog OT wall. on NI
Starling Iffiw
7.
for the event will be $00. m,on Saturday morning at the

JOG...

Arcadia Methodist(hurt h, Lone Oak Road.
When you sign up for this event you ',lois° be supporting
an

Kt,tnalte

.,use By taising pledges from

spiin,

;n viuti ornmunry for each mile you complete

yiu Priv

hripary 'he Amen,no ?I.-de Association raise

thitriCic to ci,niinue it, fight agamtt hilirt disease through
programs

WALK...

research

education and community service

Heart Fun Run is lot
,rrylme ii s an unt.rned fun

,ip, fir the whole fam.is, So use
Ole c ,tIpr at below t, register
with Will 104 al oltire if it,,,
Amer',an Heart Assoc let g
today And you'll make mans

heals feel hone;

MAY 17, 1980
HEART FUN RUN
PADUCAH,KENTUCKY

DEAR BRIDE: Ask your closest and dearest frienc
to be your matron of honor and don't give it another
thought. True beauty comes in all sizes.
DEAR ABBY. If a baby is born on February 29, when
should we celebrate his first birthday? On February 28 or
March 1?
WONDERING

HEART
FUN
RUN

Of <Olaf.' gine is One 0101V
+m id(Vd50. VOt1:44be heipmg
heart to.,

American
Heart
Association

Paducah Road Runners Club

YOU'LL MAKE MANY HEARTS FEEL BETTER.
registration fee, for which I will receive
is my
I'd like to participate FILAR I 1 UN RUN Ems
a HEART FUN RUN T shirt, and sponsorship forms IYouill also he eligible for prises) My T shin suits
( )S.) 1M.( )L.( (XL
Name

_

Address
City

• • - Ast,",;.
Make Check or MOs payable to

Zip

HEART FUN RUN
715 NORTH 34TH
PADUCAH,KY.42001
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Thougilis
In Season
By Ken Wolf

Contemporary Religious Thought/

Even if we find that we cannot always
do the right thing, most of us would
agree that it is important to at least
understand what that right or moral
thing is. Knowledge may not be better
than action but it is an improvement
over ignorance.
Boyd Shafer, the leading American
student of nationalism, wrote these
words in his book Faces of Nationalism
1972):
Professors and plumbers are
Americans or Russians before
they are professors and
plumbers...Studies show that
physicians in one nation are more
like physicians in other nations
than they are like most of their
fellow
nationals,
yet
medicine...remains largely national.
In these days of Olympic boycotts,
some unpopular slaters tell us that
athletes in one nation are more like
athletes in another "than they are like
most of their fellow nationals." We
prefer not to listen and are eager to
"teach the Russians a lesson." This too,
is not unusual; in the words of historian
Shafer:
The people of each nation, with
rare exceptions, think of their
own nation first. Every intelligent person rationally questions the phase "my country,
right or wrong," but much of the
time he acts emotionally and supports it whether wrong or right,
whether other men benefit or suffer.

Concerning Peace •
ness, unpopularity, in order to make
By Buzz Rabatin
peace.
1st Presbyterian Church
The peace of which, the Beatitude
One hundred thirty-three years ago
speaks is not the false peace •which
( 133), July 3, 1846, Henry David
comes from evading the issue, rather it
Thoreau was arrested and put in jail for
is the peace which comes from facing
refusing to pay his poll tax in protest
the issue, and from being prepared to
against the Mexican-American War,
work as the situation demands..
which he saw as our effort to expand
Therefore, this Beatitude means that
our slave territory.
those who do anything to increase the
Ralph Waldo Emerson walked by the
well-being and the welfare of the world
jail, looked in, saw his friend Thoreau
are blessed.
behind bars, and exclaimed, "Henry,
The work of social reformation is
what are you doing in there?" to which
work for God. Those whose zeal and toil
Thoreau responded, "Nay. Ralph, the
produce better conditions for living are
-question is, "What are you doing out
in real sense servants of God. Those
there?" This encounter may have
who find new ways of conquering pain
helped Emerson have an outward
and healing persons, those who work so
view. He later opposed the passage of
that the hungry may be fed and that the
the Fugitive Slave La w of 1850.
aged may be tended are in a real sense
Another who shared an outward view,
doing the work of God.
our Lord, Jesus said -Blessed Are The
Those who do anything to make life in
Peacemakers.'• The word peace,
the world fuller and happier and easier
-shalom" in, Hebrew, occurs 88 times
for others, are truly serving God. If all
and in the book of Peace - the New
persons are the children of God, then
Testament. This word describes perfect
welfare, serenity, happiness, right pertheir heavenly Father cares how they
live, how they work, how they are fed
sonal relationships, fellowship,
and clothed, how they are treated in
uninterupted good will between perweakness,in want,in age and in pain.
sons,and intimacy.
This isVe of peace is one with which
It can .be eiasily seen that peace does
we shall be dealing in the next decade.
not only describe the absence of war
And, we need to be peacemakers',
and strife, peace describes happiness
Hear the scripture from
and well-being of life. ( When the
Psalmist prays that peace should be
Deuteronomy 30:11-14. The command
within the walls of Jerusalem (Psalm
that I aim giving you today is not too difficult or beyond your reach. It is not up
122:7-8), he was praying that every
in t.he sky. You do not have to ask,"Who
good blessing should descend upon the
will go up and bring it down for us, so
city and upon its citizens).
that we can hear it and obey it?" Nor is
Jesus said, "Blessed are the
it on the other side of the ocean. You do
Peacemakers." The people who are
not have to ask."Who will go across the
'blessed are not the peace wishers or
ocean and bring it to us, so that we may
peace lovers, or peace hopers. All too
hear it and obey it?" No, it is here with
many of us hear the Beatitudes passiveyou. You know and can quote it, so now
ly, but the outward perspective reobey it. Good News Bible ).
quires us to act. We are called to make
peace,to work for peace.
Peacemaking is a pervasive theme in
the Biblical record. Isaiah says in
Chapter 2:4, "they shall beat their
Draw me not away with the wicked,
swords into plowshares, and their
spears into pruning hooks; nation shall and with the workers of iniquity, which
not lift up sword against nation, neither speak peace to their neighbors, but
mischief In their hearts. — Psalm 28:3.
shall they learn war any more.And, in the Beatitudes found in the
sermon on the Mount, Jesus said,
Evil hearts and a lying tongue often
:'Blessed are the peacemakers." The go together. God inspect my heart, and
peacemaker is the person who is help me speak the truth today.
prepared to face difficulty, unpleasant-

Bible Thought

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Castor Oil Business
This week I am continuing excerpting
"The beans that were raised at home
from the journal of Mary Hallock
were planted and tended like corn, by
,:Shearer. In this part, she goes into
hand, on rich soil - then about the first
detail about her father's castor oil
of September the plants which looked
business.
some like a cotton plant, was tall as a
"Before I go farther I will try and
man's head and the first blooms were
describe the old mill and the business
ripening. The picking had to be done
that Grandfather first started in New
several times and before a hard frost Jersey in the year 1822. The history of
for that ruined the plant. They were
his invention of the cold process of makthrown in a large box carried between
ing castor oil has been of considerable
the rows on a small one horse sled and
interest to me, and I hope my grandplaced on board frames slanting to the
children will some day take an interest
sun - for the pods to dry and pop open
and pride in this work of their great
and all covered well at night or rainy
grandfather which I am afraid they
time. It was hard work sometimes to
would know but little about in the years
cure them properly and hardly paid for
to come if someone had not tried to
the trouble.
write an account of it.
"The old mill was a very interesting
"The castor oil plant was brought to
place when the oil was made in the
America from the Indies perhaps a hunwinter and the hours that I have watchdred years ago, and the oil manufaced the old horse go around in the press
tured from it was used for many things
room, and watched Father skim his
in the tropical countries but was highly
large kettle of boiling oil, and
esteemed here as a medicine.
sometimes turning the cylinder.
"The first process of bruising and
"The three rooms were all on the
then boiling the beans, then skimming
ground floor. The largest was where the
off the oil and clarifying it was not a
horse went round to press the cooked
good way, as it easily became rancid.
beans, they were poured into an iron
Grandfather had an inventive turn of
churn-like affair and covered tight and
mind and thought he could rem,edy this
turned back into what looked like the
by roasting and pressing the Oil out of
trunk of a large tree hollowed out on one
the beans while warm and clarifying
side to fit it. This was about five feet
afterward.
high. The iron screw was fastened in
"So after experimenting awhile with
the top and there was a kind of shelf for
the help of his wife's suggestion,that he
the churn to rest on about two feet from
add water to the boiling oil and see if
the floor, under which set a tub to catch
the impurities would not settle to the
the crude oil, as it was pressed out of
bottom of the kettle while the clear oil
the beans and run down. When the tub
would be at the top, to be dipped off
was full two. men would carry it and
when cold. It worked all right. So in this
empty it in the-large kettles in a small
case, as in thousands of others - for inroom.
stance Mrs. Green in the invention of
"While one batch of beans was being
Whitney's Cotton Gin - a woman's brain
pressed,another one about a gallon was
supplied the step that was wanting to
put into the cylinder over a slow regular
complete success.
fire burning in a brick chimney - this
"(Grandfather ) began the business
castor bean roaster was a cast iron
with a partner named Samuel J. Reed
cylinder about 15 inches in diameter
in 1822. I can make out very little from
and three feet long with a crank that
this old account the writing is so dim,
had to be turned constantly when over
but a few are that one of the first exthe fire. This was a boy's work; he sat
penses is $20 for house and $30 for 10
on a low stool.
bushels of castor beans for seed they
"In a clarifying room the two large
bought.
kettles that hold a barrel or two of oil
"The old mill on our place was built in
was set in a brick furnace under which
1840-or 41, The- screw .and.iron-churn - • .. the fires.were.kept up. I am not able to
and some other fixtures was brought
say how much oil was pressed in one
from New York, but I believe Father
day's work, or if more than ore kettle of
told me the large iron kettles were
oil could be finished in a day, but he
bought in Cincinhatti. The upper store
40/101.184,..,aaid that he often sold 500 bar'
(of the mill) was used for storing the
rels of castor oil."
beans that were raised on the farm or
what was bought. It must have been
Next week we will learn more about
well built or wouldn't have stood the
Mrs. Shearer's father's business enterstorms of 59 years well as it has done.
prises.
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Looking Back
10 }ears Ago
• Crowned as 4-H Kings and Queens of
Calloway County at the 4-H Variety
show and contest held at Lynn Grove
School were Karen Alexander and
Richard Jarrett,senior queen and king,
and Carolyn Scott and Steve McCuiston,junior queen and king.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sarah
E. Ross, 99. and Mrs. Maybelle Cooper
Spencer.

Army Capt. Stanley L. Dulin received
the Bronze Star Medal near Pleiku,
Vietnam. His wife resides in Murray.
Richard Lane West, senior at Murray
High School, has been selected to
receive a scholarship of $500 from the
Murray State University Alumni
Association for the 1970-71 school year.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Weldon
Paschall West.

Mr. and Mrs. William Crawford Ray
will celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary on March 31.
A special feature story on Dr. L. V.
Henson, Baptist minister of Benton and
former pastor of churches in Calloway
County, g published today. He said he
had baptized 1,050 persons in his
ministry
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James Johnson was named as executive secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce last night at the
meeting of the board of directors. He
replaces L. D. Miller who resigned
recently. Five new directors are
George Hart, R. W. Churchill, Ed Fenton, Galen Thurman, Jr., and Guy Billington. New officers are A. W. Simmons, Sr., president, Z. Enix, vice

president, and Ed Fenton,secretary.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John
Alexander,97.
Ronald England of the Lynn Grove
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America is the owner of the
Grand Champion hog in the 4-H and
FF A Hog Show and Sale held here
yesterday. Owner of the reserve champion hog is Charles Byers of the College
'..High School FFA Chapter. and owner of

30 Years Ago
Baptist Churches in the area will
unite in an effort to raise funds for the
completion of the Wet Kentucky Baptist Memorial Hospital, Paducah,
through a simultaneous offering to the
building fund on ,"Hospital Day" on
April 9.
Deaths reported include Dr. Albert
Neviton,83, and Mrs. W. D. McKeel.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Sinclair on March 25, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cunningham on March 23, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Harris on March 26, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. John C. Berrsen-

40 Years Ago
Braving the extreme cold, a record
crowd turned out to witness Murray's
initial big-time Mule Day Fourth Monday. Despite the snowy roads, the
citizens of Calloway County brought
their stock in droves. Sixty-seven entries competed for the prizes. David
Terhune, 94, father of Mrs. G. C.
Ashcraft, was the oldest man present.
A blanket of snow which is said to be
perhaps the deepest winter falling at
one timeb-greeted this section ari'Easter
Morning, March 24,for the first "White
Easter" in the memory of many
residents here.
Deaths reported this week include H.
P. Wear, 79, John David Lawrence, 6
days, Victor Henson, 50, Lloyd Walker,
49, Mrs. Luther wilson, and Alec Forrest, 74.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Clayton burned on March 23.
Reelected as directors of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce for a two year
period were Luther Robertson, Ernest
Jones, Wells Overbey, and P. W. Ordway.
Births reported this week include a
boy ID Mr. and Mrs. Gervis Manning on
March 28, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Washer on March 25. ,

brugge on March 26.
"Bill Nall seen yesterday with a suntan. He, wife and children recently
returned from Texas," from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James CI>Williams.
The Murray High School Basketball
Squad with Ty Holland as coach and the
Murray Training School Basketball
Squad with Tim O'Brien as coach were
honored guests at the meeting of the
Murray Lions Club held last night.
Dairy Queen with Mike Stranak as
owner- and operator is now open on
Main Street.

the reserve heavy champion hog'is Ernie Rob Bailey of the College High FFA
Chapter.
Dr. Harold (;ish, Dr. and Mrs.
Howard Titsworth, Dr. andllint.
. Castle
Parker, Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Wilson, and
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath will attend the Centennial Dental Association
meeting in Lexington March 30 to April
2.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
'• Room At The Top" starring Laurence
Harvey, Heather Sears, and Simone
Signoret.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. March 29h, the
89th day of 1980. There are 277 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 29, 1973, the last American
troops left South Vietnam, ending
America's direct military role in Vietnam.
On this date:
In 1951, China rejected an American
offer for truce discussions in Korea.
In 1957:' the British released Archbishop Makarios, allowing him to go
anywhere but Cyprus.
In 1971, Lt. William Calley was found
guilty of murder in the My Lai
massacre..
•
In 1972, the Bolivian government
ordered 119 members of the. Soviet embassy staff to leave the country, accusing 'them of financing leftist rebel
movements.
In 1976, Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger urged Congress to approve a
new defense cooperation pact with
Turkey involving a billion dollars in
American aid.
Five years ago, President Ford announced that he had ordered American
naval vessels to evacuate refugees
from South Vietnam's coastal cities.
Last year, officials at Three Mile
Island were trying to determine how to
stop the problems inside the crippled
Pennsylvania reactor while reassuring
the public that there was no danger to
anyone outside the plant.

Mrs. flagon McDaniel presided at the
quarterly meeting of the WMU of the
Blood River Baptist Association held at
the Hazel Baptist Church on March 21.
Betty Miller, Louisville, was the
speaker.
The Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a benefit
bridge and game party on April 3 at the
home of Mrs. G. B. Scott. Proceeds will
go toward the purchase of a piano for
the new club house now nearing completion. Party committee members include Mesdames Gingles Wallis, Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., and Waylon
Rayburn.
George Baker, Murray, of the Tennessee Valley Authority will speak and
Elmus Beale will play selections on the
accordian at the meeting of the
Calloway County Conservation Club to
be held April 2at the Hazel High School,
according to Hafford Parker, club
president.
Blalock's Grocery has peanut butter,
quart, listed as selling for 23 cents in its
ad this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Mortality is God's gift of life to each
"The Man From Dakota" starring of us,
while immortality recounts the
Wallace Beery, John Howard, and record
we make during our earthly soDolores Del Rio.
journ,and,
Our Creator has seen fit to remove
the robe of mortality from Glenn C.
Wooden and permitted him to don the
Over 2,500 persons attended the
cloak of the immortal,and
Hollowell.
dedication yesterday of a memorial
Since we have no right or reason to
Automobile owners are urged to buy
yesterday to Nathan B. Stubblefield,
question His judgment, we are. privilegtheir 1930 license tags to avoid being
the first man in the world to broadcast
ed to inscribe Glenn's demise On the
fined, according to Calloway County
and receive the human voice by wirless
Judge C. A. Hale,
and the inventor of radio, on the camT. H. Stokes of Murray is attending
pus of Murray State Teachers College.
the meeting of the American Bankers
Miiiray Ledger & Times
All business firms and schools were
Association at Atlanta,Ga.
USPS 300-700)
closed from 9:30 a.m.to noon during the
Publiaher
By defeating the debating team of
. Walter L. Apperson
Editor
.
dedicatory ceremonies.
. R. Gene McQdcheon
Abilene Christian College of Abilene,
The Murray Ledger fr Times is pubbahed
The 1929-30 tobacco season will close
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, ChristTexas, two Calloway County youths,
roma Day, New Year's Day and nienksgiving by
in Murray on April 4, according to ofWells Overbey and Waylon Rayburn,
Murray Newspspers, Inc., 103 ft! 4th St.,
ficials of the Murray Tobacco Board of
Murray,Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid et
members of the Murray State Teachers
Murray,Ky 47371
Trade. The season's sales total 6,935,400
College Debate Team, conquered a
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
pounds for an average of 810.30 per huncarriers. $3.00 per month, payable in advance.
team which had won eight out of nine
By mail In Calloway County and to Benton, Hardred weight.
debates in five states.
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.,and
Despite an unfavorable day and
Paris, Buchanan and Purvear, Tn.. MIN Per
Presenting the program at the
year. By Mall to other destinations. 137.50 per
threatening weather, the streets of
meeting of the Woman's Auxiliary of
year.
Murray were thronged throughout the
Member IS Associated Press, Kentucky Press
the County Medical Association held
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
day on the annual Fourth Monday
March 25•at the National Hotel were
Association.
Trade Day here.
The Amociated Press is exclusively entitled to
Mrs. Rob Mason, Mrs. Cody H. Jones,
republith local nears elichtated by The Murray
GaLlay—;• r.'ircuit Court Clerk George
Mrs. B. B. Keys, and Mrs. J. A.
Ledger & Thnes as wen as Maher AP news.
S. Hart has released the jury list for the
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Outland.
amine:n(1nm
April term of Calloway Circuit Court
753-1916
Prestollte Mercury battery is listed
Clessified Advikkidn11
753-191$
which will convene here on April 14.
Retail(Display) Advertbdng
753-1919
.-as selling for $7 and your old battery in
Circulation .....
........
753-1916
Deaths reported Include A. M. Wear,
the ad for Parker Brothers Garage this
News and Sports Dept
753-19111
Jr. 39, Mrs. Onie Magness, and Sam
week.

50 'tears Ag()

Today's birthdays: Entertainer
Pearl Bailey is 62. Further Minnesota
Sen. Eugene Mc('arthy is 64.
Thought for today: We think accordink to nature. We speak according to
rules. We act according to custom. —'
Francis Bacon 11561-1626 )
,
.

Lt,tter To The t,(iitor

Eagle
Reunion
Dear Editor:
Former members of the 101st
iScrearrung Eagles) Airborne Division
are invited to attend the 15th annual
reunion. It will be held in Nashville,
TN., during August. Plans include a
"Visit to nearby Ft. Campbell, KY., present day home of the 101st Airborne
Division Air Assault). You will have
an opportunity to show your family a C47 troop carrier transport plane with its
1)-Day markings, a CG-4A Waco glider
and a Huey helicopter. All are part of
the display at the Don F. Pratt
Museum.
For further information, contact Executive Secretary George Koskimaki,
101st Airborne Division Association, P.
0. Box 101AB, East Detroit, MI. 48021.
Geroge E. Koskimaki

Wooden Resolution
memories of those who were fortunate
enough to cross his path, and
WHEREAS, his dedication to the
Rotary Club of Murray, Kentucky, has
been an inspiration to its members arid
the mark that he leaves is deep and
abiding and bespeaks his love for his
fellow men, his desire to make his community a better place to live, his resolution to serve others and his refusal to
compromise with the principles of
morality reflect the life of service he
lived and died for, and
WHEREAS, the Rotary Club of Murray, Kentucky, is grateful for his passing this way and allowing us the opportunity to appreciate his many talents
for good.
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED
that the Murray Rotary Club does take
this means of expressing to Glenn's
flintily its appreciation for the legacy of
friendship and his personification of
service above self.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that
this Resolution be spread upon the permahent records of this Club and copies
delivered to the fluidly and news media
so that our sentiments WV be
known to
posterity.
Humbly submitted by our Committee
this the 27th day of March,1980.
'
—Nar Ryan Hughes,Committee
Murray Rotary Club
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Murray Business News Briefs
Dwight's Shoe Village
Opens On Court Square

Small Businesses Anticipate
Higher Revenues, Not Profit
NEW YORK — Small
businesses anticipate higher
revenues but not higher
profits for the early part of
1980. However, profits are
expected to continue at least
at last year's level and nearly
one-third of the nation's small
businesses are planning to
increase employment and
capital expenditures within
the next few months. Equally
surprising, less than half of
the nation's small businesses
are very concerned about
competition from much larger
firms. An overwhelming
majority is concerned about
attracting competent employees, as well as insuring
their motivation.
These and other insights
into the expectations and
concerns of the nation's small
businesses are provided by the
first in a series of surveys
conducted by The Roper
Organization, Inc. for the
Walter E.Heller International
Corporation Institute for the
Advancement of Small
Business Enterprises. For this
survey, the Heller-Roper
Small Business Barometer,
The Roper Organization in', terviewed the chief executive
officers of over 1,000 small
businesses nationwide.
The results show a pattern
of balanced optimism in the
face of continued recessionary
forecasts. A few of the
highlights of the report are
summarized below.
Sales, Profits, and the Cost
of Doing Business. Small
businesses are more optimistic about sales than about
profits. Half of the companies

surveyed expect their sales to
be higher for the first third of
1980 than for the same period
last year while one-third
higher
profits.
expects
Similarly, only 19 percent
anticipate lower sales while 30
percent anticipate lower
profits over this period.
Inflation probably accounts
for this difference in sales and
profit outlook. Over half the
respondents reported that
thfjr cost of doing business
over the.past year exceeded
dike, general inflation rate of 12
percent. In younger and older
firms, in smaller and larger
firms, and in all regions of the
country, the magnitude of the
surge in costs is equally great.
Service firms, which probably
have the highest ratio of labor
costs, have been hit hardest
59 percent of these firms claim

Bill Rayburn
Completes Course;
Gets G.R.I-. Title
The Kentucky Association of
Realtors recently announced
that local Realtor Bill
Rayburn has successfully
completed the last of three
real estate courses and is entitled to use the G.R. I.
(Graduate
designation
Realtor InStitute
The G.R.I. designation is
limited to persons holding
ARON

We've
Got
the Shield
For your
Life•HeaIth•Home
Cor-Form.Business
LOOK TO 1r$41 SHIELD

Nonni' Noss
Danny Noss

210 E:
Main
Ph
TSS.04n
MU.11111111

Bill Rayburn
membership in the Kentucky
Association of Realtors or
employed by a member of the
Kentucky Association of
Realtors.
Courses were held in Lexington and Louisville, and the
complete G.R.I. program consists of 99 classroom hours.
Rayburn is a sales associate
for Kopperud Realty, 711 Main
Street.

NACLOX
-WATERPROOFING MATERIAL-Stops SeepageStorm Cellars
For Basements
Concrete Blocks
New Construction
by Architects
Recommended
Approved and
builders
and the best home
The most ankles concept for waterproofing
concrete on the market either on
"OUTSIDE" New Construction or
'INSIDE" Existing problems.
Cow by ousil see a desoionstrefioo of his prodocf at:
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Murray, KY

their costs have risen more
than the general inflation rate.
One contributor to the cost
of doing business, salary and
wage rates, are not expected
to rise dramatically during
the first several months of
1960. Leas than half (44 percent) of the firms surveyed
expect to give a general wage
increase to their employees
during the first third of the
year. The median increase
among those small businesses
expecting to give a general
wage increase however will be
8.3 percent. It should be noted
that this figure was somewhat
above the President's wage
guidelines at the time of the
interviewing but in the intrim
those guidelines have increased.
Employment. The employment outlook is strong.
Almost one-third of the
respondents expect to be
adding staff while over half
anticipate
no
change.
Manufacturing and service
firms were the most optimistic, of which 38 percent
'and 36 percent, respectively,
anticipate staff additions this
year. Only 11 percent of the
respondents expect to reduce
the number on their payrolls.
Capital Investment and
Borrowing. The outlook for
capital expenditures is gook
one-third of those surveyed
plan to increase their capital
expenditures. The proportion
of borrowing used to finance
these expenditures however,
is expected to decline. Only
one-fifth of the respondents
anticipate increasing their
borrOwings as compared with
the one-third who expect to
decrease their borrowings in
1980. (It is important to note
that this survey was conducted during the first few
weeks of February, before the
most recent surge in interest
rates).
Most Important Concerns.
Obtaining and motivating
competent employees are
problems
of
greatest
significance for, the majority
of firms surveyed. Almost as
widespread are concerns
about federal and local tax
forms and regulations. Over
half of the respondents cited
OSHA regulations, slow
payment of receivables and
on-time delivery of parts as
areas of major concern.
Nearly half of the respondents
felt that workmen's compensation and competition
from larger firms were of
major importance.
The Heller-Roper Small
Business Barometer, Survey
One, was conducted through
telephone interviews between
January 29 and February 13 of
this year with the chief
executive officers of 1,009
manufacturing, wholesale;
retail, and service firms
employing between 40 and 500
people. It is intended to chart
nationwide trends in economic
expectations and business
related concerns of small
firms. This first survey will
serve as a benchmark for
future ones to be conducted
three times a year. Copies of
Survey One are available upon
request. The result of Survey
Two is expected to be released
early this summer.

We at the

1

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Bill Rayburn
Dwight's Shoe Village
.•41.114,-2

1

Dwight's Shoe Village, 1065
5th St. on the court square,
recently has opened.
The store features highfashion women's designer
label shoes, covering a wide
spectrum of flats to high heels.
The store also features a complete line of hand bags, hosery
and socks and all types of belts
and leather accessories.
Dwight's has been in the
women's fashion shoe
business in west Kentucky for

DWIGHT'S — Various styles and trends of shoes line the walls at Dwight's Shoe Village, a
recently opened store in Murray The facility is located at 106 S. 5th St.

over 30 years with a location in
Mayfield.
According to store owner
Dwight Timm-ns, the store's
salvation has been to have the
newest trends and styles of
women's footwear. He added
he attends several fashion
shows across the country .
The store has been remodeled and redecorated for_easier
shopping, with all merchandise on display.

Owner Of Pier I Says
Stores To Decrease Prices

Steve Andrus, owner of Pier company officials from Fort
Worth,Texas.
I Imports in the Bel Air
Andrus and his wife Martha
Center, recently returned
from a trip to Savannah, Ga., opened the local Pier I store in
August 1978. The store carries
where it was announced all
Pier I stores would decrease a large selection of tropical
furniture prices 10 te 20 per- furniture and .decorative accessories at affordable prices.
$1.2 million to $1.5 million for cent, matching prices in 1978.
Steve and Martha invite
land,
buildings
and
This decrease, effectively
everyone to come and see
machinery, according to Bill !immediately, applies mainly
their large selection of furHendrick, Henderson County to the buri furniture.
niture and take advantage of
agriculture extension agent.
regional
decrease. They stated
this
a
has
Savannah
The price of big combines
I
they are very pleased about
runs between $80,000 to $90,000 warehouse that supplies Pier
the decrease in light of inflaand some tractors cost from stores in the southeast United
tion that is affecting other
$45,000 to $75,000. As a rule, States. Andrus also met with
and
owners
areas of the retail market.
store
I
Pier
other
individual farmers purchase
this equipment themselves
The Murray Ledger and Times encourages submission
rather than joining with others
of
any materials concerning new personnel, personnel
to share it, Mr. Hendrick said.
changes and area businesses. However, the staff reserves
the right to edit or reject any material. Resumes are askKENTUCKY STOCKS ON
ed to be included with all personnel items. Photographs
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
also can be arranged through the news department or
Market was down. Leading
advertising staff. All submitted material becomes the progainers: Brown-Forman
perty of the newspaper. For additional information, con(AMEX), to 38 from 37%;
tact Matt Sanders at 753-1918 or any member of the adverHumaga(NYSE),to 37/
1
4 from
tising staff at 753-1919.
351
/
2. Biggest declines: First
National (OTC), to 241
/
4 from
261
/
2; Glenmore (AMEX), to
26% from 29/
1
2.

Agriculture Fuels Economy
By Providing $2 Billion Sales
Agriculture fueled the
Kentucky
economy
by
providing more than $2 billion
in farm product sales in 1978,
the last year for which
statistics are available.
This record contribution
from
farm
marketing
represents a four-year increase of 37.6 percent. Gross
farm income, including
government payments, and
cash receipts from the
marketing of farm products,
reached 82.4 billion in 1978, 17
percent above the 1977 level,
according
to
a
state
development office report.
However, inflation and
escalating costs for farm
supplies are biting off an increasingly larger portion of
farm profits. Farm production
expenses increased 11 percent
from 1977 to 1978, when a
record $1.7 million was needed
to
produce
Kentucky
agricultural products. Since
then, inflation and farm costs
have risen even higher.
"We do have a very definite
and very serious economic
situation facing agriculture in
1980. There appears to be a lid
on prices, but no checking of
expenses. They continue to
climb rapidly and this puts a
tremendous
amount of pressure on farmers in 1980,"
said Gene Brown, Union

Financial Market
Upheaval May Have
Lingering Effects
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK 1API — The
upheaval in financial markets
this past week may have
widespread and lingering effects.
The tailspin centered on problems in the silver market and
worries about the fortune of
the late Texas billionaire H.1..
Hunt's heirs, who amassed
huge amounts of silver.
But with confidence in the
economy already sinking in
the face of high inflation and
low economic output, some
analysts think the silver crisis
may go a long way to further
erode confidence.
Caught in a squeeze of high
interest rates and slumping
silver prices,_ Nelson Bunker
Hunt and associates were
unable to meet a call for more
than $100 million additional
margin, according to Bache
Group Inc., the parent company of the brokerage house
which handled the Hunt
family's silver trading.
The result was a liquidation
"in excess of $100 million" of
silver futures contracts held
by the Hunts and sales of some
of their stock holdings, according to Bache. That sent a
scare through financial
markets in general.
The New York Exchange's
Dow Jones industrial average
plunged mote than 25 points at
one point during panicky
trading Thursday before
recovering almost all of that
loss in the final half hour.
Silver prices dropped $5 an
ounce Thursday to $10.80.
which was the lowest close
since last August. Gold and
commodities, ranging from
grain to pork bellies, also
dropped.
...Whiegz..z....'-nect down r bit
-IrffeMy.
But as one broker said,"Thr
reverberations will be felt for
along time."

County agriculture extension
agent.
A "tremendous effect" from
President Carter's grain
embargo against the Soviet
Union has not yet been felt but
probably will be felt most
strongly during 1980 and 1981
when the 1979 crop is sold, said
Mr. Brown.
In Union County, farmers
generally operate large,
commercially-run, family
owned farms, and current
economic situations require
those in the agriculture industry to plan even more
carefully.
"There was a time that a
farmer could withstand two
bad years, back to back. But
bigness is not the answer: If
ytiu get into serious economic
circumstances, the bigger you
are, the harder you hurt," he
said.
One factor in whether a
farmer
weathers
bad
economic times is his equity
situation; if the land is paid
for, the farmer avoids paying
5 to 14 percent interest
payments.
Investments in farming
operations can be staggering.
The total investment in a farm
doubles every five years
because of inflation, according to statistics from the
Ohio Valley Farm Analysis
Association.
Total capital investment in
a 1,000-acre farm in Henderson County is likely to be

Landolt, Sledd
Insurance Agencies
To Merge April 1
The Gene Landoll Insurance
Agency and the Joe Sleds Insurance Agency have announced the merger of the two
companies,effective April 1.
The new company will be
located at 304 N. 4th St., present site of the Landolt agency. However, both phone
numbers will remain the
same.
All friends and members of
the community are asked to
stop by the new agency to
discuss their insurance needs.

New house?
Save 15%
on Allstate
Homeowners
Insurance.

With A

Window
Air-Conditioner
Top In Quality
OD Top In Dependability

Quality
Service Company
402 Sunbury arclo

WE DO IT ALL

If your house is less than two years
old, you may qualify for Allstate's
"15% New House Discount:'
Homes two through five years old also
may qualify for a discount ranging from
5 to 10 percent, depending on their age.
Give me a call and get in on the
savings.
•Apploess to base hoorneossners pro

See Agents:
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Torn Scruggs
Don Shipley
Mike Outland

,-

Allstate

You're in good

hands.

Allstate In....,
Avallatoole on roost ,latrot

_
AtuafTifsurance Age110—
_rr
1141-111. Coster

7534751

753-9294

NO JOB TOO LARGE • NO JOB TOO SMALL '

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

753-4124
"QUALITY HOME IMPROVEMENTS
AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD

*KITCHENS
*SIDING
*ROOFING
•BATHS

•PAINTING
*PANELING
*ROOM ADDITIONS
•WINDOW
REPLACEMENTS

*STORM WIN. & DOOR
*CONCRETE WORK
*WALLPAPER
*INSURANCE CLAIMS

•FREE ESTIMATES
*35 YRS. EXPERIENCE
*FULLY INSURED-S LICENSED

HARMON & BINKLEY
CONSTRUCTION CO
S 41h

MURRAY

PA
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Covington Squad Notches 33rd Win In Double 07

Holmes-Ashland Contest Transformed Into 'Classic'
B) MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer

two-hour drama that will
claim a special niche in the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) - collective memory of a roarOccasionally. a simple game ing throng of 10.800.
That Freedom Hall crowd
of basketball will take on a life
of its own, lifting participant witnessed a rash of mistakes,
and spectator alike onto a but also saw Ashland fight
higher
plane
and back from the no man's land
transforming the contest into of a 16-point second half
deficit. It cheered the ina "classic.''
dividual brilliance of
Such was the case when Ashland's Jeff Tipton
and
Covington Holmes and Greg McCauley
and Holmes'
Ashland hooked up in a Dicky Beal, Kevin
Sebastian
quarterfinal game of the Ken- and Ricky Walton.
tucky l3oys High School
And it watched as reserve
basketban tournament Friday guard Todd Whatley
shook off
night. •
.
the unbelievable tension to
To say that Covington sink the free throws
that proHolmes. 33-2, won 97-92 in dou- vided the differen
ce in the
ble overtime is akin to reading final score.
only the last scene of an
In other quarterfinal games,
Agatha Christie thriller. For No. 3 Owensboro, 32-2,
assumwhai Holmes and Ashland pro- ed the role of
title favorite
duced was an • unforgettable when the Red
Devils ripped

top-ranked Louisville Moore
81-69 behind Dwight Higgs' 31
points, Union County, 28-4,
upset No. 4 Franklin County
52-51 in overtime and
Louisville Doss, 24-8, ripped
Bell County 67-42.

The special aura surrounding Ashland and Holmes
descended during the third
period of what had been a
rather ,ordinary
game.
Ashland's taller Tomcats, 2211, had attempted to run with
Holmes' smaller but infinitely
quicker Bulldogs. That the
decision was suspect was
reflected in Holmes' 48-32 lead
54 seconds into the third
quarter.
Ashland, winner of four
state schoolboy basketball
titles in its storied history,
somehow managed to turn the

tide. It called on the 6-foot-9
Tipton and the 6-2 McCauley;
each responded heroically.
"It was do or die," Tipton
said later. "We had wanted to
set the tempo all along,and we
finally did.'
Tipton scored 28 of his 41
points after intermission, and
McCauley scored all but four
of his 26 during that same
span. Those two combined for
50 of Ashland's 62 second-half
points.
Still, it seemed that
Ashland's rally was doomed
-from the outset. For Holmes
had its peerless guard, Beal,
who finished with 31 points
and eight assists. And the
Bulldogs got spectacular
assistance from Sebastian and
Walton, who scored 21 and 20
points, respectively.
Yet . Ashland would not be

Do Or Die

deterred, finaky going ahead
with only 1:40 left in regulation when the last of Tipton's
five tips at an errant shot fell
through the basket. Fouled on
the play, he added the free
throws for a 75-74 advantage.
McCauley finally sent the
game into overtime when he
worked along the baseline for
a layup that tied matters at 79
with 28 seconds to go.
After six lead changes in the
first three-minute extra session, Beal had a chance to win
the game when Tipton was
called for his disqualifying
fifth foul. Beal tied the score
at 86-86 with his first free
throw, but missed the second
with three ticks left on the
clock. The little man crumpled to the floor in despair.
' Tragedy stalked Beal into
the second overtime. He corn-

[flitted his fifth foul only 25 come their 44 percent field
seconds into the period. But goal shooting, not to mention
Whatley stepped in at that thescoring of Higgs and teampoint. Three times in the last mate Rod Drake, who added
56 seconds, he went to the free 24 points.
throw line, and three times he
Owensboro took charge eardelivered. His final free throw
ly
in the second half, stretlifted Holmes to a safe 95-88
ching a 40-38 halftime edge to
advantage with 39 seconds
66-53 early in the fourth
left.
quarter. Moore got no closer
When it was over, after the than eight points the rest of
crowd had limped off toward the way.
home,Tipton proved himself a
It appeared that Franklin
much better basketball player County and
Union County
than drama critic.
could had played all day with
All he could say was, no more than a point or two
"They're great. We played as separating the two evely matwell as we could, and they ched clubs. The deciding
beat us."
basket come with only five
seconds
left on Kenny Wilson's
The same could be said of
layup.
Moore, 32-4, which got 30
points from All-State center
What had been a magnifiManuel Forrest. But the cent season for Franklin CounMustangs were unable to over- ty, 30-5, had a bizarre ending.

Guard Steve Wilhoite attempted to lob an mbounds pas
from rnidcourt to near the
Flyer basket with three
seconds left. But the pass turned into a 46-foot turnover when
Wilhoite's lob glanced off the
backboard and' into thr
basket.
Kenneth Smith led Union
County with 14 points, but
scoring honors went to
Franklin County's Rick)
Layne with 24.
Kerry Duncan scored 18
points and ;Marcellus
Chambers added 14 as Doss
manhandled Bell County. The
Dragons stretched a 27-19
halftime lead to 51-29 early in
the fourth period and waltzed
home from there.
David Stewart had 15 points
for the Bobcats, who finished
29-5.

`c\

Playoff Hopes Still Alive For Bullets With Win Over Hawks

By The Associated Press ,
It's nervous time for Dick
Motta.
"Tonight was like the sixth
game of the playoffs, when
you're trailing 3-2," said
Baltimore Coach Dick Motta
after a 100-80 victory over the
Atlanta Hawks Friday night.
"Now it's on to the seventh
game-do or die."
Actually, Friday night's vic-tory kept the Bullets' hopes

alive for a berth in the Nationa_l_ Basketball Association
playoffs, which start next
week.
"It's all very simple now,"
said Motta. "A win in New
Jersey puts us in the playoffs,
a loss puts us out."
If the Bullets beat the Nets
Sunday in New Jersey, they
will tie New -York and earn a
playoff berth because of a better record against Eastern

Conference opponents.
Meanwhile,' Houston nailed
down a playoff spot for the
fourth tithe in six years by
beating Detroit 128-112 Friday
night.
Elsewhere, Boston clinched
the Atlantic Division with. a
130-122 triumph over
Cleveland, Indiana tripped
San Antonio 127-122, New
Jersey whipped Philadelphia
99-92, Kansas City edged

Milwaukee' 116-114, Seattle
defeated Golden State 108-82,
Los Angeles walloped San
Diego 126-88 and Phoenix stopped Portland 114-110.
Elvin Hae'& scored 29
points, grabbed 16 rebounds
and blocked eight shots to
pace Washington's conquest of
Atlanta. Kevin Grevey, who
scored 24 points, made three
three-point baskets in the first
quarter to give the Bullets a

lead they never lost as they Del Hams, who directed
the
beat the Hawks for the third Rockets into the playoffs in
his
straight time at the Capital first year as head coach.
Centre.
Celtics 130, Cavaliers 122
Rockets 128, Bullets 112
Larry Bird scored 33 points
Moses Malone scored 28 and Rick Robey added 25 as
points, Rudy Tomjanovich col- Boston beat Cleveland. The
lected 24 and Calvin Murphy victory insured the Celtics of
led a game-breaking burst in the best record in the league
the fourth period to help
61-20) and gave them a firstHouston beat Detroit. The vic- round bye in the playoffs.
tory marked a personal Boston survived a fourthtriumph for Houston Coach quarter scare by the Cavs to

Champ Admits Having Motivation Problem

earn the victory.
Pacers 12'7, Spurs 122
Billy Knight scored 23 points
and Dudley Bradkey had 22 to
lead Indiana past San Antonio.
The Pacers took command
with an eight-point burst in the
final quarter to take a 103-94
lead with 9:05 remaining.
Nets 99,76ers 92
Mike Newlin scored 21
points, including four free
throws in the final minute, to
lead New Jersey past
Philadelphia. Before the game
was over, the 76ers learned
that they had been eliminated
from the Atlantic Division
race with Boston's victory.
Kings 116, Bucks 114
Sam Lacey hit two free
Jahn Tate for the World Box- throws with 42 seconds reing Association heavyweight maining to snap an 111-111 tie,
title and Marving Johnson will then added a rebound basket
defend the WBA light with 10 seconds left to lift Kanheavyweight title against Ed- sas City over Milwaukee.
Sonics 108, Warriors 82
die__Gregory in Knoxville,
Dennis Johnson scored 20
Tenn., and Sugar Ray
Leonard will defend the WBC
welterweight title against
Dave "Boy" Green at Lan, dover, Md.

Holmes To Put Title On Line Against Leroy Jones

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. 1API Larry Holmes wants it to-be
known he doesn't have a
Stamina problem. But the
World Boxing Council
heavyweight champion admits he did have a motivation
problem.
Holmes defends the title
Monday against hulking Leroy
Jones. It will be his sixth
defense, and he has not been
particularly sharp in the last
three, although he won them
all by knockout.
The 30-year-old Holmes
wilted against Mike Weaver
and had to reach Itiack to win
in the 12th round Ale appeared
very tired a inst -Earnie
Shavers and h seemed dull

against Lorenzo Zanon, who lost my desire. Before the
'Jones, Holmes, who has a 33-4 tender ranking. One of his vicwasn't much of a challenger.
Weaver fight and the second record, with 24 knockouts, v•-ill tories was a
unanime
12A repOrter said it looked like Shavers fight I'd box four
be meeting a man who also is round decision over Weaver in
Holmes' legs were gone in the rounds in the gym and feel
unbeaten and who has never 19Th
Shavers bout last Sept. 28.
tired. I didn't feel like runn- been off his feet.
"If I didn't have my legs. I ing.
The Holmes-Jones fight at
wouldn't have gotten up," said
"I think I lost my desire to
The 30-year-old challenger Caesars Palace is one of four
Holmes, who was knocked fight at one point," he said from
Denver, who is not well title fights that will be televisdown in the seventh round by a again. "But now I feel good known outside
the fight game, ed live by ABC from 8 p.m. to
smashing right to the head.
again."
has built a 24-0-1 record in midnight, EST. In the other
He said one reason he might
And the heck with critics, he gaining the WBC:s No. 2 conthree Weaver will challenge
appear that he fades in later says.
rounds of fights is "because I
"They wrote about me
average 80-90 punches a before I won the title and
round. I go out to fight."
they're still talking about me
He also said that he has been in my sixth defense."
trying "to change for some
A knockout .over Weaver
people. They said I couldn't would move Holmes to within
punch, so I tried to show them one of Joe Louis' record seven
I could instead of setting a guy consecutive knockouts in
up.''
heavyweight championship
Then he said, "I feel I lost defenses.
HALLANDALE, Fla. AP
So Plugged Nickle's sevensomething in the fight game. I
But in the 6-foot-5, 250-pound - Plugged Nickle. the early thlength . victory
in
Kentucky Derby favorite
Gulfstream's
Hutcheson
almost by default, heads the Stakes pushed him into the
field in today's $175,000 limelight.
Florida Derby for 3-year-olds.
-Everybody with a
Three weeks ago, no one
typewriter has this horse
knew much about Plugged
already at Louisville for the
Nickle. The attention was on 2- -Kentucky Derby," trainer
year-old champion Rockhill
T.J. Kelly said. "But I'm takNative. But the Kentucky
ing one race at a time. My imgelding was beaten badly in
mediate objective is the
the Bahamas Stakes and
Florida Derby. After that, I'll
Flamingo Stakes, and was
decide on his next race.
sent home for more training.
"Plugged Nickle is a nice
Meanwhile, injuries have
colt, but I haven't had him
struck down other leading 3.;, past seven-eighths of a mile
year-olds. Irish Tower, the
this spring. That's what the
runaway Bahamas winner:
Florida Derby will do, get him
Flamingo winner Superbity
around two turns," he said.
and Koluctoo Bay, the second"As far as I'm concerned,
place horse in the Flamingo,
there is no clear cut favorite
all have been sidelined for the
for the Kentucky Derby. The
Triple Crown events by leg or
stage is clear." Kelly added.
foot injuries.
Plugged Nickle, assigned

points and Gus Williams 17 as
Seattle beat Golden State in a
runaway. The victory left the
Sorucs a game in front of
Phoenix in the Pacific Division race for second place.
Both teams have one game remaining.
Lakers 126,Clippers 88
Earvin "Magic" Johnson
scored 22 points to lead Los
Angeles over San Diego. The
Lakers took the lead for good
early in the game on a
Johnson layup and were never
threatened.
Suns 114, Trail Blazers 110
Phoenix got 20 points from
Walter'Davis and parlayed a
tenacious defense and
Portland's miscues to defeat
the Trail Blazers. The Suns set
a home-court record with 16
steals in the first half enruute
to a 22-point lead, 59-37, going
into intermission. In the first
two quarters, Portland committed 22 turnovers.

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???

That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First FOR
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.

Lopez-Melton Decides Babies
More Important Than Birdies
COSTA MESA, Calif. I AP)
- Nancy Lopez-Melton, the
top drawing card on the
Ladies Professional Golf
Association tour, has decided
that babies might be more important-than birdies and may
retire by 1982.

Fame," said Lopez-Melton,
who has 17 tour victories in
less than three years. To
automatically qualify for the
women's Hall of Fame, she
would have to win one more
major title, such as the LOGA
Championship or the U.S.
Open.
"After two years on the
-tour, she's accomplished an
awful lot," said her husband
Tim, a television sportscaster

that she "might come back"
after having children.
Her record-tying 66 gave her
the lead for the first time this
year. It came a day after a
rare triple bogey that left her
"so mad my temperature
must have been up to 120. I
was ready to kill if somebody
The 23-year-old Lopezgot in my way."
Melton, who tied a tournament
One stroke back after two
record Friday with a 5-underrounds was Hollis Stacy, who
par 66 for a 2-stroke lead midmissed a four-foot putt on her
way through the $150,000 event
final hole for a chance to tie.
at Mesa Verde Country Club
- "Lknow:shed like
Aar_
settle
asbain- was. two
i2F—down and have a family,
" back, with a 2-wider-par 140,
to-4neuidtha
bably quit the tour -willPr
once she
Melton said by telephone,"but and Cathy Sherk, who shared
reaches the 30-victory mark,
she doesn't want to look back the firstround lead with Pat
"I'd like to win enough to get and say'What if?"
Meyers, was three shots off
close to the LPGA Hall of
Lopez-Melton told reporters the pace.
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Plugged Nickle Heads
Field For Florida Derby
122 pounds with 47-year-old
Buck Thornburg up, was an
odds-on choice today.
Trainer Lou Rondinello
believed he had a double surprise entered. Darby Dan
Farms made an entry of Inland Voyager and Starbinia,
both trained by Rondinello.
He said both deserve an
equal chance and neither will
act as a front-running "rabbit" to draw other speed
horses into a too-fast pace.
Rondinello also trained the
1975 Darby Dan entry of
Prince Thou Art and Sylvan
Place for the Florida Derby,
in which Foolish Pleasure was
a 1-to-5 favorite.
"My
entry
surprised
everybody and got Foolish
Pleasure," he said, noting that
Prince. Thou Art was first,
Sylvan Place second and
Foolish Pleasure third.
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are Crazy
They do crazy things. like loop,
dive,
spin, zoom, and crash. And they
get caught
in power lines.
Fly your.kite far away from electric
lines.
If your kite accidentally falls onto
them, let
go at once! Don'tk-rtsk'electrical
shock. Try
ing to pull it down would be crazy.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
MurTay-Mayfield
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Replacing Morgan At Second

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Murray State
Tennis Results
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Sports In Brief

The Murray State University tenm eam netted its 11th
victory of
season without a
Loss with a 5-4 triumph over
the University of Illinois Friday at Champaign.
Today the Racers will face
the University of Kansas and
Illinois State University. Sunday, Murray will take on
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
Scoring in Friday match
was:
Tens Persson lost to JefI Edwards, 7
6,7.6
Malts Liungnian def Todd Black, 6-3
6-2
Roger Berthuunue del Scott Summer,
24,6-2.6-1
Finn Swatting del Mike Kramer, 6-3.
6-1
Mike Costigan lost to Tom Henderson,
6-7,6-4, 7-6
Steve Wille del Joe Linciar, 7-6,6-3
Liww,inari-Swarting lost to BlackSummer,7-6.64
Berthiamue-Costigan del EdwardsKramer,3-6,6-4, 7-5
Persson-Wille del
HendersonIniegar,, 6-4.6-4

Exhibition Games
Fridays Games
Chicago A 9, Kansas City 4
Texas 5, las Angeles 4
Atlanta 1, Balturiore 3
Minnesota 16, Cincinnati SS' 5
St lows 2. Cincunati )SS) I
Toronto 6, Philldelphia 5
Montreal 8, Houston 1
New York . N 15, Pittsburgh 8
New York ) A vs Florida State. plod,
rain
Oakland 14, Cleveland 5
Milwaukee 6.San Diego Ll'• 3
Clucago N 4.San Diego A"3'
San Francisco 15,Seattle 8
Detroit 12, Boston 9

Kennedy Latest Change In Reds' Facelift

OLYMPICS
WASHINGTON I AP
-- President
Carter ordered the secretary of commerce to deny all licenses for Amencan
goods and technology to be used for the
Summer Olympics in Moscow and to
revoke elport licenses fur items that
have not yet been stopped
He also prohibited other transactions
and payments associated with Olympicrelated exports The action restricted
the export of more than $13 rrulhonin
items ranging from track and held
equipment to uniforms, and from
videotape equipment to low-technology
computers
GOLF
COSTA MESA. Calif. API - Nancy
Lopez-Melton tied a tournament record
with a 5-under-par 66 to take the lead
midway through the $1:,0.000 1.PGA tour-

Transactions
BASF:BALL
Martian League
CALIFORNIA ANGEIS - Optioned
Dave Schuler, Ken Schrom, Joel Cnsler,
Ralph Hotting, Bob Ferris and Steve Eddy, pitchers, Stan Cliburn, catcher,
Steve Bishop and Daryl Sconiers, infielders, and Gil Kubski, outfielder, to
Salt Lake City of the Pacific Coast
League Sent Charlie Phillips and Dan
Boone. pitchers, Wyly Jones, catcher,
and Jeff Bertoiu and Steve Lubratich,infielders, to their minor league camp for
reassignment
MILWAUKEE BREWERS - Sent
Fred Holdssvorth and Dave LaPoint, pitchers. Mike Henderson, infielder, and
Billy Severna, outfielder to their manor
league camp for reassignment
National league
LOS ANGELES DODGERS - Optioned Dave Patterson, pitcher, and Mike
S*cioscia, catcher. to Albuquerque of the
Pacific Coast League
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS - Signed Billy Cesare. defensive back
COLLEGE
FORDHAM - Extended the contract
of Tom Penders, head basketball coach,
through the 1964 season
LOUISIANA TECH -- Named Alan
Jones athletic director

naunent at Mess Verde Country Club
Lopez-Melton had a 36-hole score of
138 One shot hawk was Hollis Stacy. who
had a 741).x 139
- After the round, Lopez-Melton announce,' she will consider quitting the
tour when she reaches the 30-victory
mark
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,S.0 1AP Steady overnight rains washed out the
second round of the 6300,060 Hentage
Classic and set up a duubleround windup
to the prestigious tournament
Jerry Pate shot a 5-under-par 66 to set
the first-round pace Thursday
TENNIS
NICE, France 1AP ) - Bjorn Borg of
Sweden brushed aside Peter McNamara
of Australia 6-2, 6-1 to move into the
semifinals of the Nice Open
In other matches, Fernando Luna topped West Germany's Peter Elter 6-0,6-1;
Manuel Orantes of Spain beat France's
Gilles Moretton 6-1, 6-2; and Corado
liarazzutti of Italy overcame Jairo
V elasco of Colombia 1-6, 64,6-3
MILAN,Italy AP) 'Australia's Rod
Frawley upset Jose Luis Clem of Argentina 7-6, 2-6, 6-3 in the quarterfinals of the
6200,000 World Championship Tennis
tournament.
In other matches, Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia defeated Bill Scanlon 64.6-2, John McEnroe topped Rhodesia's
Andrew Pan/son 7-8, 6-4; and India's Vijay Amritraj upset Peter Fleming 74,6BOWLING
STERLING HEIGHTS, Mich. 1AP)Johnny Petragba passed Jay Robinson
to claim first place by 61 pins entering
the finals of the $100,000 Professional
Bowlers Association national championship
The other qualifiers for the finals were
John Denton, Sam Zurich and Gary
Dickinson
SWIMMING
CAMBRIDGE,Mass. AP) -Bill Barrett of UCLA set tus second national collegiate record an two days in qualifying
for the 100-yard breaststroke at the
NCAA swimming and diving championships
Barrett posted a time of 54.86 in the
breaststroke event. He had set an
Arnencan and NCAA record Thursday
by winning the 200-yard individual
medley in 1.46.25

Friday's Round Of Golf
Classic Washed Out

By HAL BOCK
"I'm excited about it," said
AP Sports Writer
Kennedy, who spent two
TAMPA, Fla. i AP)- Slow- seasons as Morgan's second
ly but surely, the face of the • base backup. "Everybody
Cincinnati Reds has changed. wants a chance to play every
First to go was slugger Tony day." /
Perez, then Pete Rose left
Morgan was troubled with
town and now Joe Morgan injuries on his last two years
works elsewhere.
at Cincinnati and Kennedy got
The Reds replaced Perez if good chunk of playing time
with Dan Driessen and came because of that. He hit .255 in
up with Ray Knight to take 1978 and .273 last season and
over for Rose. Now it's Junior became the heir apparent
Kennedy's turn to step into the when Morgan left as a free
lineup and make Cincinnati agent to sign with Houston.
forget a star.
But the Reds aren't just han1111111111•111 IONE
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By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. AP)- The weather on
pro golf's winter tour last
season was the worst in
memory.
There were floods in
Phoenix, rain and wind in
Hawaii, sleet and hail in San
Diego.
And it's been equally severe
this year.
"I can't remember anything
like it," said veteran Bob
Goalby, who joined the PGA
tour in 1957. "I bet we went 15
years without losing a pro-am.
Now it seems like it's rained
out every other week.
"We used to get bad weather
at the Crosby, but evetybody
expected' that. And that was
about it. The last few year‘
we've had perfect weather in
the Crosby and it's been bad in
the desert."
It's not only in the desert.1
The reclaimed South Carolina
swamp that is now the famed,
Harbour Town Golf Links was
inundated by rain Friday, forcing still another disruption of
the pro golf tour tournament
schedule.
Friday's round in the
$300,000 Heritage Classic was
washed out entirely. Several
of the greens on the low-lying
course were covered by sheets
of water. Pools and puddless
spotted the fairways and
bunkers.

The second , round was
scheduled today - weather
permitting - with a double
round of 36 holes set for Sunday.
"They've hapnore than six
inches of rain this month and
that's a lot for the Low Country," said Clyde Mangum,
deputy commissioner of tour
operations and the official in
charge of this event. "The
course just can't handle any
more. It was unplayable."
It marked the sixth time in
12 weeks this year that
weather has forced a change
in the tournament schedule.
The most severe cases were at
the Bob Hope Desert Classic,
Which ended a day late, and
Tucson, which ended two days
The .steady rains, at times
heavy downpours, gave the
player an unexpected - and
not entirely welcome - day
off.
Tpm Watson, the defending
champion and the outstanding
player in the game for the past
three years, sat down 'for a
multiple-hour interview with a
national news magazine.
Miller Barber began thumbing through a newspaper, muttering "Wonder what's on at
the movies?" Others swapped
stories in the locker room
waiting and hoping the rains
would lit up so they could get
in some practice. •
Jerry Pate, with an open-

Beale Hardware, Inc.
214 Main Street, Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1543

Red Spot Paint

Odd's & Ends Sale
Designers Latex Wall Paint
Gallon
Quart

$3.00
$1.00

Satin All Latex Wall Paint
Gallon
Quart

$4.00
$1.25

Barn Paint(Red Only)
Gallon

$8.95

Floor & Porch Enamel
Gallon
Quart

$10.95
$3.00

At These Prices Vi. Mint Sal For Cosh Only.
Sole Starts March 31 sod Mos Through April 4, 1980

inground 5-under-par 66, held
the lead. John Mahaffey and
Leonard Thompson, with 68s,
shared second after the first 18
holes. Doug Tewell and
George Bums had 69s. The
group at 70 included Watson,
Goalby, South African Gary
Player, Ben Crenshaw and
Ray Floyd.
Lindy Miller, Victor
Regalado and Curtis Strange
all withdrew.
In order to get in a 36 holes
Sunday, it was decided to cut
the field after the second
round to the low 50 scorers, instead of the traditional low 70.
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K-Gro' Lawn Fertilizer

8-mm Movie Film or
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Lawn food with weed killer Big 20-lb • bag
covers 5000 sq. ft.

Bring your Focal' or Kodak film in
to K mart' for big saIngs'
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Reusable bamboo
plate holders. Use
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Hardy, ready-to-plant,
container-grown plants
in gal. pots.
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cotton
jeans
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change if he wins the fulltune
second base job will be -mental. not physical.
••A regular gears himself to
play 150 games or,so,'' he said.
"You know when you come to
the park every day that you're
going to be playing, not sitting
on the bench Your mental approach to the game is different."
Kennedy is a spray hitter
who won't scare anyone with
his power He's had just Li
homers in a professional
career that began in 1968.

K marr ADVERTISED

THE SAVING PLACE

Conteh Looks
At Possible Last
Chance To Become
Champion Again

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
(AP) - John Conteh knows
this could be his last chance to
be a world champion again;so
his calm demeanor going into
today's World Boxing Council
light heavyweight title fight
against champion Matthew
Saad Muhammad was a bit
misleading.
"I'm not exactly shaking in
me boots over the situation,"
said Conteh, a native of Liverpool, England, who held the title from 1974-77 before the
WBC stripped him in a dispute
over purses.
Muhammad and Conteh are
not exactly new to each other.
They met last Aug. 18, also at
Resorts International Hotel
Casino, and Muhammad
prevailed 'with a 15-round
unanimous decision. But there
was plenty of controversy. Muhammad's corner of
Adolph Ritacco and Nick
Belfiore used an illegal
adrenalin chloride solution
mixed with ground tea leaves
to close a cut above the champion's left eye. Conteh had
opened the cut with a blow in
the fifth round and after
Muhanunad's corner failed
for four rounds to stop the
bleeding, they turned to the
mysterious solution.
The New Jersey State
Athletic Commission then
suspended Ritacco and
Belflore and the WBC ordered
a rematch. Neither fighter has
fought since their first
meeting. Muhammad is not
very happy about the rematch, or the 55-45 split of the
$815,000 purse, but Conteh,
naturally, is ecstatic to be getting another shot.
"I boxed him well and hard
the first time," said Conteh,
who was ahead of all three
scorecards going into the 14th
--round befere,
-Muherarnad
floored him twice. "If he
. doesn't use the 'medication
over his eyes,I mitt have the
win on cuts.

replacement asanight turned
out to be for Rose last season,
and Driessen has been for
Perez the last few years.
Kennedy saw first-hand how
Knight overcame the spectel
of Rose last year. Knight batted .318 in his first full season
as the Reds'third baseman.
"He responded well to the
challenge and I was pleased
for him," Kennedy said of his
roommate since 1978. "I hope
I can do this year what he did
last year."
For Kennedy, the biggest
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ding Junior the job. He must
beat out young Ron Oester.
who's switched from shortstop
to battle Kennedy for the second base job. Kennedy certainly doesn't object to that.
"I think it's a positive thing
for a team when there's competition for a job," he said.
"They told me I'd have as
good a shot as anybody and
that's all you can expect or
ask for."
For the Reds' part, they
simply hope their new second
baseman is as productive a
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Our Reg. 79.97. Green readout plus printout, percentage key and square root
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Save Now

Multi-Position Lounger
Adjustable head and foot sections for
maximum comfort. PVC tubing on steel
frame.

Corn Broom
Heavy-duty 100°o
corn broom Save

12-P

I
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Holds up to 18
Beverage Cans

Absorbent
Paper
Towels
102, 2-ply
sheets, ea
IS 11'-"2
10.9".85 sq
ft. per roll.
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New Tostitos

SAVE!
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for Snacking

1-Lb.- Oak
Canned Ham

Choice of flavors in
6/
1
2-7'/2-oz • pkgs.

Delicious hams Imported from Holland.

'Net at.

'Net *1
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97

Playmate® Cooler
High-impact polyethylene. Push-button,
swing-down lid.

Little Playmate
Our Reg. 7.88
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YOUR
CHOICE
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17
Each

Spin-on Oil Filters
For most General Motors. Ford and
Cheysler cars Save at K mart
Oil Filter Wrench
1.44
Co

Range
of
Colors

27
133
Our 2 78

3-Lb.*
Grape Jelly

100-Ft. Plastic
Clothesline

Welch's' pure
grape jelly in 3lb.• jar. Save.

Easy
to
clean,
polyethylene
reinforced

.11er at
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The 'Mini' Rucksack 1
_Nylon taffeta, nylon-on-vinyl shoulder straps. 24x17 ' Save at K mart
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Fins & Feathers
Short Shots
From LBL

LAKELAND OUTDOORS

By Woe Boum*

A Goodwill Ambassador,
A Motor Repairman,
But Mainly He's Just Toney
"Mr
;1.1.

Springiest
Springiest, a
special
campers festival for all
registered campers in Land
Between The Lakes (LBL), is
scheduled for April 25-27, at
Hillman Ferry Campground
in the northern portion of LBL.
He's a familiar figure
Square and disco dances, a
flea market, a recreational around Kentucky and Barkley
vehicle equipment display, Dams, dressed in his green
and a variety of other ac- coveralls, wearing his green
tivities are planned for all cap-and followed by a dog as
ages for the special weekend. big as a good-sized calf.
He's there to talk to the
For additional information
contact Recreation-Interp- fishermen, moving from party
retive Services Section, TVA- to party, asking questions,
Land Between The Lakes, taking down notes. If they
Golden Pond, Kentucky e231, have fish, he weighs them.
502 1 924-5602, And he admires them. He's a
telephone
goodwill ambassador,a motor
extension 308.
repairman, a fishing conFamily Campgrounds
sultant, but mainly he's just
Gate coverage for Hillman Tony, Tony Rinchich, Fish
Ferry Campground, located and Wildlife department creel
near the free-flowing canal clerk.
which connects Lake Barkley
"I started on the job last
and Kentucky Lake, and May, and since then I've
crappie.
60
of
catch
this
with
Thursday
Sam Rodgers, Murray, canto by Murray Bait Co.
Piney Campground in the talked to thousands of people.
we viands
portion of Land Besides Kentucky, most of
southern
Several of the fish weighed between one and two pounds, while en* weighed Mary
Sorrow
Photo By
Between The Lakes ( LBL ), 'em were from Indiana,
two ounces.
will begin April 2.
Illinois, Missouri, Ohio, West
Creek
Cam- Virginia."
Rushing
pground, straddling the
"Any foreign countries?" I
Department el Fish and Wildlife Resources creel clerk Tony Riacisich isisestlisas
Kentucky-Tennessee line in asked.
Chkage asigler while his partwer Champ takes care of.. Itch. The two have worked last
LBL, will be open on a
Only Califonria," Tony
less than year gathering liefermatimi on fishing below Barkley and Kentucky Dams.
reservation basis May 21 laughed warmly.
Pick Your Partner
3.
September
through
The man is part of a plan. Tony said during one of his there were a lot in the pounds said. "In all my interviews, I
Beginning April 1, reser- Two years ago the Kentucky
rounds "I really liked it down of 20-30 pound range. During didn't meet up with a party
vations can be made up to two Department of Fish and
here, and I started coming the peak months there were, that wasn't nice. I made a lot
BOATS
weeks in advance of the Wildlife Resources decided it
back on vacation. Then, eight thousands of pounds of catfish of good friends, and a lot of
CO-SPONSOR
camper's arrival. Individuals
really know how many
years ago I built my house and a day taken below the dams." 'em call me at home to check
Weigh in time: 3:30 p.m. may also camp at Rushing didn't
Blast off time: 6:30 a.m.
people were fishing in the _ moved back."
He continued that another on fishing conditions. In
Creek on a first-come-first- area, where they were from,
Briefing and Boat Check 30 Minutes Before Blast Off Time
Now
the
65-year-old,
I must
served basis provided cam- how many fish they were "retired" Rinchich works 21 amazing statistic is the September and October
had 250 calls from
* Payout to top 10 places * Big fish jackpot
pground reservations are not catching, etc. Such in- days per month, staggered number of sauger caught have
Application. and Money should be received
during Chicago, St. Louis, Indianfull.
* $50.00 entry fee per boat
formation would be helpful in
according to his schedule. below Kentucky Dam
2 days before the tournament.
mainly polls. When I meerem, I
months,
summer
the
Camping rates for the managing pressure on the fish
That schedule calls for his
* 80% payback including classic
people tell'em to call. I'm going to be
summer season, May 15 populations and also in
being below different dams on June and July. "The
home anyway, and I don't
Apply
Tournament Rules Will
• Points awarded to top 30 places at
through Septernber 15, will be figuring the economic value of different days at different who troll with automatic reels
mind answering the phone."
doing
an.
for
points
what they're
each tournament—plus 5
$4 per night per site with
No Alcoholic Beverages
local fishing.
times. The rotation is and know
What's Tony going to do
imager
of
limit
a
catch
can
show
additional charge for elecs
as designed to allow the creel
ric
udyciew
hep, carnedel thsrtee
tu
after the study ends'
In order to maintain the integrrty of tourne.
• 7 qualify mg tournaments
will
there's
And
rates
morning.
every
Off-season
tricity.
drawn
clerk to collect a true sample
mem winners and the tournament in general
there, and "Nothing!" he declares em• Top 20 point leaders eligible !or
be $3, plus electricity.
we will require a boat check prior to blast off.
otitfitted with boats, of fishing activity, not just on some walleye down
crosses. phatically. But then he gives
infomiatioar
sauger-walleye
some
additional
For
K I.0 Classic
survey forms and instructions weekends or 'during peak
"I've learned where
I saw several of these fish that in a little.
and reservations at Rushing on how to conduct the scien- _Activity.
In order to moentaan the Integro'y of tournament w,nn•rs and th• tournament .n goonero, 0,0,nners
to fish and what kind of baits
pounds.
Recreationfour
around
weighed
contact
Creek
tifically designed sampling.
The creel survey form is
be succeptible to take polygraph test before receiving cash awards
to use. I'll be having a lot of
Interpretive Services Section, One clerk each was assigned thorough. "How many miles Sometimes there were 50-60
company down this summer,
and
out,
fishermen
The
Between
sauger
-Land
Boat
fine
this
to
TVA
thanks
Our
to Kentucky and Barkley did you drive to get here?"
* Classic winner will receive:
and I imagine I'll take'em
Lakes, Goiden Pond, Ken- Lakes, and the third was to "How large are your boat and they'd all be catching fish."
Manufacturer Ranger Boats
fishing!"
and
deck
flake
178V Ranger Boat with metal
tucky 42231, telephone 502
cover the tailwaters of both
The creek survey ends with
motor?""How much have you
ange" and Forrest L Wood, PresiR
stripe with options of a Monitor II panel and
BOATS
924-5602, extension 290.
72834.
Flippen,
Ark.
dent,
coordinated
color
dams. Tony came into the spent on this fishing trip for the end of March, according to
deluxe
a
and
aerators;
CO-SPONSOR
Ranger Trail trailer with spare tire.
picture slightly more than gas, food, lodging, bait, its two-year design. Tony and
Easter Service
180-pound
German
Land Between The Lakes halfway through the study tackle, etc.?" "Is fishing the his
tailwaters
original
the
when
Turkey season will open
shepherd,
Champ,
will
again
math
reason
you
to
came
this
a
conduct
Area Ministry will
area?" These are some of the be retired. No more early April 9 and run through April
special Easter worship ser- clerk resigned.
"I'd been a construction questions on the survey beside, mornings; no more cold 18, the season will reopen
vice at Hillman Ferry and
Campgrounds, April 6. worker when I. lived in the expected how many fish, winds. Except for tabulating April 26 and run through May
Piney
scattered and are being
went two pounds two ounces.
By Mary Barrow
Services will begin at 8:30 Chicago, and I first came into how big, how long fished data, all the work will be 4. Besides your Kentucky hunFishing has really picked up caught in all sizes.
ting license a hunter will need
completed.
a.m. for registered campers this area when my company questions.
Water Levels
Kenlake Marina reported
Dam,"
this week. There has been
Barkley
"I
build
get
can
through
generally
helped
a Turkey Stamp and a Turkey
and
work
the
enjoyed
"I've
only.
And Temperatures
several reports of good strings things slow, although there
the survey in two-and-a-half meeting the people," Tony permit from the
Wednesday, March 26,
of crappie being caught on had not been many boats 'out
minutes," Tony stated.
Barkley Lake upper stage
both Kentucky and Barkley this week.
And he said there's.always
339.37
355.47, lower stage
Martha Gardner, of Murray
Lakes. Most of the gates, at
somebody to ask. "Fishing
Water temperatures: surface
both dams, have been open, Bait Co., said there had been
goes on in the tailwaters year
49 degrees; 10 feet 50 degrees;
this week causing a lot of cur- several people by their way
round. In spring and summer
there's catfish and sauger;
rent and this has kept the fish this week with some nice str- 25 feet 50 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 355.55.
ings of crappie, of all sizes.
scattered.
these are also good in the fall
Thursday, March 27.
Buddy and Donnie Boyd, of
Harold Gamblin, of Bay
and early winter, and the
Barkley Lake upper stage
View Bait Shop, on Donaldson Murray, brought in 93 crappie
crappie fishing is pretty fair in
355.86, lower stage 337.96
one
Creek, said crappie fishing Wednesday, with
January. Snagging is also
Water temperatures: surface
has been real good the last two weighing three pounds.
popular below Kentucky Dam
Ricky Crouch came by Mur- 49 degrees; 10 feet 50 degrees,
days. Harold and friends
in the winter." Tony has also
came in with 109 crappie ray Bait Tuesday with 35 crap- 25 feet 50 degrees. Kentucky
seen many white bass, a
So. 12th. St.
pie. Sam Rodgers, Murray, Lake upper stage 355.71.
Thursday.
scattering, of largemouths,
Barkley
28,
March
Friday,
The Browse A Bout, at Lake was in Thursday afternoon
and more rockfish than you'd
Lake upper stage 356.22, lower
We Spec,ofire in Kentucky lake Catfish!
City, reported everything was with 60 crappie he had caught
guess. "Heck, I checked a guy
Water
337.22.
stage
slow below both dams but on Kentucky Lake. Several of
last week below Barkley that
temperatures: surface 50
crappie fishing was real good his fish weighed one and a half
had three rockfish, and I
degrees; 10 feet 51 degrees; 25
on Barkley Lake The fish are pounds while he had one that
heard about four more being
feet 52 degrees. Kentucky
caught. The place to get rockLake upper stage 356.07.
fish is right down the bank
from the restroom on the
The Kentuctty Lake Bass
Barkley tailwater's east
Club will hold a club tournament out of Kenlake Marina,
But the catfish is still king
Saturday April 5. The tournabelow the dams, and Tony
ment will begin at 6:30 a.m.
says the take Is astounding.
and the weigh-in will be held
"The best months for catfish
T1611 Jenny Ridge Bewhunters Society held their sixth
at 4 p.m.
were June, July and August.
aisseal Spring Nerd Times sheet, Saturday, March 22, et
Usually at this time the
the city park. Winners were left to right, first place, net
TourThere will be a Buddy
fishermen up the boils were
frefifill,
$10
Larry
pictured,
Ky.,
Plus
Davis,
Pekes,
nament held at Paris Landing
catching 140-180 pounds of
p.m.
second place Mark Rounds, wet pictured, third place,
State Park Saturday April 5.
catfish a day. I think 180
Raspplace,
Bei
limy,
{earth
Kenneth
Murray,
and
This tournament is coponnds was the rriost I ever
berry, ifaxel.
Hwy. 641 So,
sponsored by Ranger Boats of
Phone 753-8322
Checked. The biggestr -flat I
Photo ey Merl Sorrow
Ark.
Flippin
TO/Pira/4000kUlige
weighed went 43 pounds, but

K.L.O. Buddy Tournament
Sat.,April 5th

er

Paris Landing State Park

Turkey Season

a

Fishing Report, Lake
And River Stages

WATSON'S
Fish Market
759-1208

Storey s

FoodOwni

Open 7 Days A Week
a.m. -11:00

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
itaitials- Guide Service-Covered-Storager
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

I 502

474-7245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

110 ISI VI

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

SPORTING GOODS

Anything Less Is Just A Car

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Scout 4x4 -

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc.
Hw,641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

641 South
753-1372
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FOUR WHEEliNG
-

Try Crappie Fishing On The Ridges
irzzriar'

"-

The Guilt Syndrome
We, as a people, still suffer
unknowingly from a myth
passed down to us by our
forefathers. Somewhere there
beats within us the guilt
syndrome - an inward
misunderstood belief that
anything that is recreation is
slightly wrong. Perhaps
sinful. Certainly not worthwhile. A luxury to be indulged and permitted only
when times are good, and then
not to an excess. Its the
reverse slap of the old hard
work stuff. Man's days are
bound to be miserable and the
only real joy he should ever
get is the satisfaction of a job
well done. Recreation is idle
time and therefore should be
scorned. And then we are
duped and hoodwinked into
believing that recreation is the
chief supergoat of our present
troubles.

ws, I
Arty
a lot
of of
fleck
. In
must
f roin
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don't
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o do
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emgives
Mere
baits
lot of
imer,
.e'em

on the overall picture of
things. Recreation is as much
neces,sity as it is reward.
Maybe we as a nation have
perfected the matter to a level
previously unknown. Have we
not also perfected the
mysteries of production and
accomplishment to levels far
beyond that of others? We do it
with a pressurecooker will to
succeed that demands far
more of the human facility
than the more liesurely pace
of other lifestyles - and consequently create a far greater
need for moments to unwind
and reaffirm our sanity.

of the boat.
Most of the time the depth
finder on the rear of the boat is
a permanent mount, while the
can be a-portable model
other
.•
which may be removed to be
used in another boat.
The use of two depth finders
enables the person handling
the boat to keep both ends of
the boat over the ridge or
dropoff.
When fishing the ridges or
dropoffs, the most popular
way is with minnows on
"crappie rigs." These crappie
rigs come in two versions —
one uses two hooks with the
weight on the bottom, but the
most popular rig is one which
Fred Gardner, of Murray Bait
Co., produces himself.
This rig is about two feet in
length with two hooks, one at
the top and another on the bottom with the weight in the
middle. The weight is held in
place securely by having the
times. One
line wrapped t
these rigs
thing unique a
es stainless
is that Fred
steel hooks. The purpose of using stainless steel hooks is
„because they will not rust and
will stay sharper.
The crappie are often found
at different depths when
fishing the ridges, and at
times you might even find
.them suspended in about ten
feet of water when the bottom
is at twenty feet deep. Using
more than one pole will enable
the fisherman to set the hooks
at different depths to better
locate the fish.
When using several poles, it
is handy to mount pole holders

expensive when we begin to
quit borrowing against the
future. That does not mean
that it will become less worthwhile. We *believe that it
should do its part in adapting
to the changing of present
lifestyles and standards of
living. We do not think it best
that it carry the load of other
problems also involved. Let's
not pass the buck too far.
Nineteen eighty has arrived
like a wet mop smack in the
face. In the midst of our
present problems, a week or
two this summer might be
good medicine for each of us.
It's not all bad. You and I have
Is recreation the cause of it far better than any who
inflation? If We take the sum came before us. And we do
total of all that we accomplish have very much to be thankful
and produce we-discover that for. America has risen to
presently we have a pile of one every challenge thus far
hundred and eighty-nine presented. It will master thIs
percent of what we did in 1940. one. If we can reach the moon
Not yet double. Then we count we can drive a car from
dollar bills and find that today Murray to Mayfield on
Hogwash! Not so. As with
there are seven piles the same something besides gasoline.
.most things it's a mixture of
size as the one in 1940. Seven But let's be sensible, and let's
some fact and much outright
times the money. Less than put the chips where they
falsehood. Recreation has
twice the real stuff. That says belong.
been a part of man's exa dollar bill is worth a quarter
perience since Adam and it
If you and I struggled and
today. Recreation did not skimped and finagled to save
has as much claim to be part
print that money. But it did a couple gallons each last
of one's life as anything else of
help us to spend it and created week, sowhat! Some nuts flew
earthly nature. It is not
more jobs and more things to a B-52 around the world just to
Idleness but rather a means of
produce.
preventing such. It is not
show g„could be done. Just one
Like everything else, million gallons of fuel. That's
unworthy of inclusion into a
recreation will become more all it took. Just which end of
meaningful existence. We do
the horse is in Washington and
-•
which end Li out here?
J•ny Mee*is
Taking up all the Visa cards
in Kentucky will have less
impact on inflation than
moderating the spending
one
habits
of
just
congressman up there. We've
been made to feel like
sheepeating dogs for so long
Wow ! Things are really feet. These fish are also tight quick and boated some very that its almost second nature
beginning to happen now that against these ledges and nice bass. Lesa did an to flinch when we turn on a
spring is officially here. Peo- sometimes a good locator outstanding job of casting, light. And yet the risk
reading is difficult to get. The placing her lure in some very
ple are catching bass on both
determinations mandated into
Barkley and Kentucky lakes past several days crappie tight areas,and working it out industry and utilities in the
Were found on the sharp drop just right. The only problem
as well as crappie. ,
name of ecology and enledge more than the gentle was thebass didn't take it, she
viroscience and etc. have
The winter temperature
slope.
drew 'a blank that trip but I gobbled productive capacity
continues to rise along with
Top photo, these two depth finders are positioned
There has been a very know she is a super fisherman
to,the tune of being able to
the elevation. We still have a
strong current on the main and will put her share in the
where the person handling the boat can watch them
burn every light bulb in the
long way to ge"buti its on the
lake due to the large flow of ,.. boat.
both, handle the trolling motor and still fish. Bottom
land a full ten years long. Its a
Move and don't . look back
water from Tennessee and
phete, this is one of the crappie rigs which Fred Gardner,
Judy has many hours of risk to live! Can't somebody
now!
Alabama.
credit
and
some
Murray Bait Co., produces himself. Fred said he has
casting
to
her
of
realize that there are a few
Black bass have been movYou will also notice the big fish but last week she out
Photos By Mary Barrow
these rigs on hand all the time.
benefits that might be realized
ing into treetops, brushpiles
water color doesn't match the shined everyone.
in the matttr also?
and stumps that are close to
soil from this area.
were
working
We
Qut there past the end of the
deep water and feeding or
There were three colors of crankbaits along the rocky road they
can't bug you. You
"holding," for several days.
lures that produced the best points and whatever brush we can chew on a blade of grass
They are really tight but if you
strings of bass and you prod find when I noticed a and watch the sun climb out of
crawl a crank bait through or
bably can guess which ones swirl in close to the shore. It a treetop and hear a squirrel
past the structure several
they are. Red, crawfish with was made by a big fish and I say the same thing he's
times you should get some acorange belly and silver or called attention to it. Susan always said and wonder how
tion. Many of the fish are
shad with black back have made a cast in the area but the world can
be se real and
young Kentucky bass that
been doing the job for most didn't make contact with perfect and no man smart
have remained fat and sassy
fishermen but this could anything. Judy made the next enough to explain it.
through the winter, and I realchange overnight.
cast and had turned the reel
It's wild and wonderful and
ly am encouraged by the
I fished last weekend with handle about three turns when free out there and it belongs to
super, physical condition the
Lesa Maupin, Judy MauPin something grabbed her lure, us each and all.
_fish are in.
and Susan Mcpherson out of causing the reel to scream and
HAPPY
FOUR
Crappie are still on the the
Kenlake
Marina putting a lazy seven look to the WHEELING.
the
but
dropoffs
and
ledges
southward to Blood River. We rod.
schools are larger than they cast for bass and had two good
Well, being a guide I grabbhave been for some time. You days. Susan was the beginner ed the net and moved to the,
should be able to find some of the group when we first side of the boat the fish would
that are hungry between 8-15 started but she caught on very come up on, thinking of the
).=:4
good publicity we could get
from this big fish.
Several long moments later
Judy made the classic
remark; since the fish is so big
and I can't reel it in, can't we
just cut the line! No way! That
fish was coming into that boat,
a bass that fought hard could
always be released, but at
least bring him in.
Well, to make this shorter,
we finally netted the fish and I
really had to laugh, it was a
Den Curd, Murray, brought in these two bass Friday and Saturday, March 14 and 15.
seven pound carp that she
The bass were caught on a Deep Wee R and a Naturite. The bass on the left weighed seven
hooked in the dorsal fin!
s.
.641 North
posiiids fear ounces and the bass en the right weighed eight pounds five
753-6448
Happy Fishing
Photo courtesy Cypress Springs Resort

fishing tine

in

open
April
open
May
hunneed
irkey

not contend that it is a life unto
itself, but rather a part that
complements and enhances
the whole of a satisfying accomplishment of existence.
Amidst the drums beating
out the doom and demise of
life as we know it due to our
senseless squander of energy,
it is recreation that seems to
get picked on the first. The
facts do not exactly agree with
this. In the first place, most
families on vacation use about
one half the total energy they
would consume in the same
time period if they remained
at home. They do a lot of
driving?
unneccessary
They're in one vehicle, driving
sensibly to conserve their
vacation dollars. At home one,
two, maybe even three or four
vehicles-would be on the road.
Start and stop. About town; in
and out. The whole electrical
conglomeration is running full
blast. Compare that to a small
campfire and maybe some
charcoal broiled hamburgers
in a place where you don't
need an electric hairdryer or
TV set.
If anything, we are possibly
most conservative of our
energy during our recreation
as any part of our lives. And
the getting away from it all
might help immensely in
grasping a fresh perspective

By Mary Barrow
Spring is here but the water
levels and temperatures are
not right at the lake yet for the
crappie to be in the bushes,
treetops or along the
shoreline. Now is the time to
try fishing the ridges, dropoffs
or creek channels.
For fishing ridges or
dropoffs, you need a depth
finder to locate the dropoff
and to stay at the right depth
while fishing.
First you need to find a
ridge or dropoff that the water
is about six to eight feet deep
on the top and drops into about
twenty feet of water. Once you
have located the drop,follow it
along until you locate fish andor brush. Here you should
drop out your first marker.
As you follow the ridge, drop
about three markers at about
twenty feet apart, then fish up
and down the ridge at different depths until you locate
the fish. If-yoq venture further
along the rAge, be sure to
have along a few extra
markers so if you catch a fish
you can mark the spot because
the fish may be schooled in
this area.
When one or more persons
are fishing in this manner,
both may sit in the frOnt of the
boat and use only one depth
finder which should be
mounted On the front of the
boat.
If you have several people
fishing or your fishing partner
is in the rear of the boat, you
may need to use two depth
finders - one on the back and
another mounted on the front

4.

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

22

along the sides or front of the
boat making sure that all
poles are where they can be
reached without having to
leave the seat.
Fishing in this manner, with
four to eight poles, is
sometimes referred to as

"spider rigs " These spider
rigs have become very
popular and are unique to this
area.
Some of the heaviest strings
of crappie are brought in each
year by fishermen using this
method.

Roland Martin, Broken Arrow, Okla., won the BASS
Tournament held in Sardis, Miss., with 10 fish weighing in
at 29 pounds three ounces.
Photo by Mary Barrow

Roland Martin
Wins B.A.S.S.
The Mississippi Invitational
is the first of four qualifying
events for the 1980 BASS
Masters Classic in the West
Division of the B.A.S.S.
Tournament Trail. Anglers
who rank among the top 20
pros in pounds of bass caught
will join 20 others from the
B.A.S.S.-East Division in the
$70,000 Classic fish-off September 24-26 at a sight to be
announced later.
A strong B.A.S.S. delegation
from Texas(home of 45 of the
entrants, compared to 17 from
Mississippi) is led by top pros
Larry Nixon, 29 of Hemphill,
and Rick Chum, 33, of Montgomery. Nixon leads the
Classic points race in the East
Division after two events, with
49-pounds, 2-ounces, while
Clunn is second with 47pounds, 10-ounces.
Tournament anglers are
encouraged to fish both
B.A.S.S. tournament
divisions, but they can qualify
for the Classic from only one.
Sharp expects the West
Division opener to yield better
fishing for visiting anglers
than the East Division contests held so far this season,
the Alabama Invitational on
Lake Eufaula and the Florida
Invitational at Kissimmee on
Lake Toho.
Both lakes are renowned for
abundances of big bass, but
each tournament was plagued
with cold fronts, which
scattered bass and made them
ignore the anglers' artificial
lures.
Neither John Rogers of
Columbus, Ga., winner of the
Alabama contest, nor Horace
Phipps of Kissimmee, Fla.,
who claimed first on Lake
Toho, were entered in the
Sardis event.
However, plenty of excellent
spinnerbait specialist were
competing, including reigning
Classic
Masters
BASS

champion Hank Parker of
Denver, N. C., Ricky Green of
Arkadelphia, Ar., ,Jimmy
Houston of Tahlequah, Okla.,
and sill Dance of Memphis,
Tenn., who counts Sardis as
one of his favorite reservoirs:
Weigh-ins were held at 3-,
p.m. (CST) each day, Mar-.
ch 26, 26 and 28, at Engineers
Point near Sardis Dam.
Top Ten
1. Roland Martin, 10 fish,
29-3
2. Ricky Green, 10 fish, 20-7
3. Marvin Baker, 6 fish, 20-4
4. Charlie Andrews, 6 fish,
17-4
5. David Glitbe, 7 fish, 15-7
6. Tom Vanover, 3 fish, 13-10
7. Gary Klein,6 fish, 12-7
8. Bo Dowden,y fish, 11-8
9. Larry Meyers, 3 fish, 9-15
10. Randy Dearman, S fish, 914
Largest Bass 7-3 caught by
Charlie Andrews.

FEDERAL
KEMPER
Bob Kenney
INSURANC
'Insurance
COMPANY
Agency
107 N. 4th
753-4937
remrea MtPat,"7"

1101111=n1=4,41=14$01

IMIENNIP

Holiday
Travel,
Inc
oppy
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

ar

DON McCtURE

GRAYSON McCIAIRE

fake 94 fast out of Murtay for 2 rn,les Turn roght on 180
follow 280 for 1 critics post Bonner s Grocery take
blacktop ,nto Ponoramdand follow blacktop to your r.ght

Telephone,502-436-5483

•••••••••

7

BUCKS
, BODY SHOP

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

BoDyiwbo 400 Sycamore
oi<i4= 753-5142

and

RESTAURANTSouth 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

'31-4111

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-4;779
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N 4th
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
niotice

2. Notice
Bible Facts Free Store 1,.), the
needy 759-4600

Early Bird
Special

BIBLE CALL
Faith ond Works 759,
4444 Children's Story
759.4445

Scotts Turf

World Electrical
Designs
Introduces
M.R.B.

Budder at

Starks
Hardware
4=immmolm111111111116

at
Country Was Ld'e
Cherry Corner Special on Ken
tucky Lake Fiddlers $2 75
To.eri'i one S -''o Basket

Cocoa Butter

I like creme

NEED CASH?
ACT RIGHT NOW!
CALL 753-8948
after 5 P.M

1141Ff tIlltat MONEY
moo YOUR Shit HMV

Resumes
and I 0. s

MCIOCI CIOG 3332
3333
MOO.
MOO
MEI

1:101:10013 311,033
raw
80000CI 0111331 3

DSO 303
WUBMWEI 0OM330
WOOD (100 31133
COO
MCI E CI CIO R

MIMI

u

ing

56

0,5

117

541

DOWN
1 Slip away

Vernon's
Western
Store

requires
Secreta', -1'eceptionist
Medical ilicfo typing essential
Bookkeeping an asset Send
resume to Administration Office. Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Attention Number
204

753 3309

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 State Abbr
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
3 Unit of ener1 Smooths
gy
6 Having weap- 4 Girls nickER]
name
ons
T]]]
LEEI
5 Bend
11 Kind of wine
33C1333
A IC
6 Acquiesces
•
12 Molded
14 Note of scale 7 Rhodium
MOO e]]
symbol
15 Sheen
8 Insane
17 Coin
C]]
9 Heroic poem
18 Simian
10 Lower in rank
20 Runs easily
11 Demand
22 Mountain
13 Erases Printpass
ing
23 Small island
A] A]3]
0
16 Resorts
'Trousers
19 Church offi27'Tellurium
cial
symbol
46 Saucy
money
28 commemo-, 21 Sharpen
36 Character's- 48 Mark left by
24 Roof edges
rative disk
wound
tics
26 Fathers
30 Bands
51 Scottish river
29 Clark s part- 37 Loved one
32 Always
53 Attempt
ner
39 Biblical
34 North Ameri56 Part of to
mountain
31 Jury list
can rail
be
33 Buys back
40 Dormouse
35 Scattered
58 Exists
43 Small fish
38 Pertaining to 35 Trades for
punishment
10
9
41 Teutonic dei- li 1 2 3 4 5 1
I
4/2 7
ty
42 Take one's
part
17
16
15
14
44 Withered
21
22
19
45 Once around '111
track
1
27
26
24
23
*7 Junctures
31
49 Malay gibbon 211
31,
29
• 50 Falsified
34
33
32
52 Build
54 Artificial lan- as 36
31 40
34
37
guage
44
43
.41 r
2
55 Brook
isi
57 Lasso -45
41'
.•
41
59 Stalks
1
ss
S4
60 Secret meet- t50
S2
-1

Buying
Gold-Silver
Coins end Sterling
We also allow 25 to 1
,axchange silver for merhondise) Excluding Sole
Merchandise

GUNS

Low prices

ACROSS

those in and out silver
left you in a lurch? I
xC market every Thursday
and Satbrday at Uncle
in Paris Pocket dealers
..,-.orne come in Do not call
[00,

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

ROGER'S
GUN SHOP

Passports,

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753 8298

3. Card of Thanks
The family of Bulah Reaves
would like to express our
thanks and appreciation to
everyone who made our burden
a little lighter during her
Iness andodeath.
To the doctors nurses and
hospital employees we say
• thanks To the mimsters
funeral home attendants and
musicians we say thanks
To all who showed so much
concern for our needs we say
thanks and may God bless and
keep you in your time of sorrow
The Audrey Reave's family

6. Help Wanted.,
-Dental Assistant experience
helpful but not necessary if applicant it exceptional. 32 hour
work week Staring June'1980
Interested applicants send
resume to P0 Box 32 P

15. it-rticles For Sale

9. Situation Wanted
Local Christian man age 56.
esident of Calloway
good health, best
character references not afraid
of work, will consider any
honest lob Write to P.0 Box
32.Q
;ire long
county,

-

10. Bus. Opportunity
Need pool builder in Murray
area Prefer company and construction business Must have
excellent reputation, No FranD
chise tees required Call_ Ingram Pools 443-8585
$356 weekly guaranteed Work
2 hours daily at home 4178
for one hour claiiyi For free
brochure write SLP P 0 Box
66B, Murray, KY 42011

14. Want To Buy -

Help Wanted
Experienced
Good 'quality tent 8 x10. . or
larger Call 753-8918 during
cook, day shift Salary $150 to
$200 per week, according to • business hours
ability . Ken-Lake Lodge
Restaurant, Aurora KY 474-silver
Buying
2259 for appointment
sterling
cubes,
Immediate opening Position
gold
silver,
available for dental medical
lewelry.
assistant
No experience
necessary Send resume to P 0
753-6837.
Box 32M Murray KY.

Au

4
,01)

WHEREZ COME FROM
uJE CALL IT
BEAGLE FATIGUE :

CONTRAIREr

ARE 7

NANCY
HOW NICE-7 A FREE
BIRTHDAY
CONE

ICE CREAM
PARLOR
co rv\ EpuD

E

ANN VERSAR‘i

BEETLE B- AILEY
VOL'VE HEARD THE
E X PRESS
'TOO
MANY COCKS
SPOIL THE

YEA I-I

WELL, HE DID IT
ALL BY HIMSELF

BROTH"
?

•,„„,/
IA N.!

BLONDIE ,
e
C-JP

Riding lawn mower and 2 cans
country lard. Call 474-2744
Shot guns rifles, pistols,, 1918
Ford Van, 1971 Chevy stationwagon: Heating and airconditioning 1SOsiness, parts,
supplies. tools Estate settlement. 753-2226 after 6 pm.
Wheel chair: used two
like new, 753-1336

PHANTOM
I WONDER WHO
7W81 IS AND

THEY'RE COMING

HOME!

4•41.
1

WHERE HE ALL
FROM. HE NEVER
SAY„,

Z

months,

16. Home Furnishings
Deluxe G.E. pot scrubber
dishwasher, avacado, with butcher block top. $115 Floor
model G E color t.v.. $125
Call 759-4401.

matching
2
refinished Also

CO/1/7

Dixieland

Shopping

Center

Murray
Used console stereo only $25
Also repossesed console stereo

monthly payments /53-75/5

23.1iferminating

chairs.

just

AM-FM 8-track
stereo with matching speakers.
Call 436.5424

489-2161
Unfurnished 3 bedroom, 2
bath double wide refrigerator
stove and carpet near lake
One child, no pets Call 1530212 or

436-5479

30. Business Rental
Business or office space
available for rent or lease
Close to court square Private
customer parking Call 753
4109

317 Wanifoireit
Responsible couple
references would like to

llacuurn Cleaners

IL Sewint
in itiehlies
'For sale Sewing machine with
cabinet good condition /539575

----11:-Farm-Tquipment
Buildings" Save $$ All steel

Repossesed piano balance due
or monthly payments Also
practice pianos 1 & B Music
753 7575

SALE
r.y P
LE10110
New VVhitnS
One Only

S9114

New Kiinbol Of goi,
S9811

One Only

New Kimball
Piano
Pr 14s Stal

Crest (easel*
515,5

rw buy
4ei Sol.
.e• • we rof,. sow.
..r

Early American desk, excellent
condition, perfect for student
$95 Call 753-9829
For sale antique oak table with

SLAP TO
HELP. ANY
TIME,7W8I.
OVER .

4400 I &

Used gold carpet will all or
part of it Call 489 2221

22. Musical

L
/'

Save 25'0 on all new Wurlitzer
organs during March Beginn
ing at only
B Music

Two bedioom mobile home at
central heat and air,
$150 per month plus.deposit
Call 753 9290 or after 5 pm
Stella

weekdays

Jrinum extension ladders
,4 $3199. 16. . $3899. 20'
clear
span
buildings
54 99. 24' $69 99, 28', '48xr2 tor $3 861 00 •
594 99, 32. UN 99 Wallin
40 x48'x14. for $4 tt,91 00 •
'
-3'3*are Paris
40',.72. x14 for $nb5 00 •
48 x96'x14. for S8 389 00 •
oridesmaid's dress. size 5,
Also a 40 x66 x14 straight wall
ae s tan all weather pant
Open one side equipment
size 12, a broiler horbuilding for $5 758 00 only 2
:Ate combination 753-1746
left at this price Al buildings
65 Dodge van, new tires,
F 0 B Factory -Cal ,.6141 294battery 1962 Fairmont
2675 collect 9 AM to 630 PM
..fd like new Gas heating
Chain saw chains. 3 8 pitch
refrigerator
stove
•:we
isher, like new 210 Barnett
for 16 bar. $10 25 20
$11 99. 24 $14.55 Wallin
Hazel 753-23a5
Hardware Paris TN
Fax sale 40 ft ran load of used
Certified Essex seed beans
-ce furniture chairs desks.
436-2824
Safes 4 and 5 drawer tile
_abinets tables. fiberglass and
For sale 235 M F 'tractor 9.
a,exiglass Ross & Sons Salvage
disc 200 gallon trailer type
Vcse Inc Martin TN 38237
sprayer With pimp Wagon Call
phone ,, 901) 587-2420 Open
492-8429.after 4, pm
-Fri 730 to 530 Sat
For sale Tnree 12. 'ord.trip
'-30 to 3 00
Plows Alsc good heavy duty
.
inside
stock trailer 16 (6'
Need Office
Phone 436-2552
Desk?
We hove 24 extra good
Ohb, Deere disc 1911 dos
used metal desks at a
ble Fold $6250 six 16- plows
good low price!
53250 6 row lohn Deere
cultivator. $2000. 12' John
Wiggins
Deere chisel plow $1850 15.
Furniture
cultivator. 53(100. tour scaffold
Hwy Al, Nor•b
wagons $250 each, 8 row
,•trailer type boom sprayer
$800. 2 row Holland trailer
saie Air compressors and
type tobacco setter. $1000
air conditioners Come by Dill's
Call 489.2141 after 6 pm
Electric
ME-35 Masey Ferguson diesel
For sale Brent gilts. aLso Ford
tractor plows discs and wood
pickup truck 1976 ' model
splitter Call 489 2705
nice like new Call 753-1348
M Farman. excellent condition,
For sale Three loads of used ofplow plus brackets to
disc
fice furmture chairs desks.
mount corn picker $800 Call
safes file cabinets tables
753-3068
New stacking chairs for churSix row Co-Op sprayer two row
and
ches
restaurants
Ferguson cultivator two row
Fiberg.lass and plexigiass Ross
John Deere corn drill two 53
& Sons Salvage Mdse Inc
model. Chevrolet grain trucks
Martin TN 38237 Phone
one wagon with sides. one 69
(9011581-2420 Open Mon Chevrolet .grain truck with twin
Fri 730 to 530 Sat 730 to
lifts One 18 hp Johnson boat
.300
motor Call 753-4120 or 153Gold and diamond bracelet ap0798
praised at $500 by two
Super C Farmall 3 pieces of
lewelers, like new, price
equipment plus 6 mower Exnegotiable 753-1336 or 759cellent condition $2000. Call
1475
642 6431 after 6 pm
'901)
Purple Martin houses 6 room
Tillers
5 hp chain drive Briggs
12
room
18
$23.99
$3699
& Strati )n engine $229 99.
room. $49 99, 24 room
Wallin Kardware Paris TN'
Hardware
Wallin
$59 99
Paris
Tractor flats repaired new
tires Goodyear Firestone. and
Plastic pipe sale CPVC hot
B F Goodrich Get our price
water pipe. 1.7-x10. .$1 60, 34
'before you buy, Vinson Tractor
x10'. $3 19 Schedule 40
'Co 753-4892.
plastic pipe H' x10- . $329
2 . x10. $399. 3- x10.. $8.,9,0,,
Truck tool boxes heavy duty.
4-x10'. $11 99 Wallin Hard$89 50 tax included Vinson
ware. Paris.
Tractor Co 753-4892
Used AC no till planters: 4 to 9
row Also John Deere no till
POOL
planters Vinson Tractor ,Co
SALE!
/53-4892
deck
1 5 x25
New
20:Worts Wupment
pool with
Men's Raleigh Grand-Prix 10filter Only 5795 00.
racing-touring bike
speed
Call collect 502-966-mint condition- $135 14258 Ask for DEAN
901-642-8790.

C
EAT-

sale Electric range.
Frigidare white $60 Call 759.
4041
Stove
GE
white
and
refrigerator Call i901[ 2415582 or 492-8352
mahogany
Two antique
dressers with mirrors for sale
Also a portible stereo record
player. Call 436 5525 after 3
For

0-28 Martin guitar, excellent
condition $700 436-2411

with
lease
farm with option of purchase
plus
(minimurh
20 acres
home) Contact 241-7229 or

24.-Miscellaneous

,Sant to. buy Junk cars Call
1,4-8838 after 5 pm
• Tv2,A like to buy peddle sew-g machine Call 492-8441

Wanted
Permanent
housekeeper 3 days a week for
3 story home Salary open
Send resume and references to
P 0 Box 32N
Wanted
experienced car
hauler drivers Call 753-4626

Commodes White $39 J9 col
ors $54 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris

its
28. Mob. Home Rir-

22. Musical

KIRBY
VACUUM
CLEANERS

VICIZU
k
753-7113
9 9 Do4
1 6 Sunday

PEANUTS
''OU KNOW WHAT

16. Home Furnishings

used elect4 range and
gerator Call 763-4359 ask
Reinhardt

Modeis over 18 for television
photography
trade shows
department stores tashion
promotions Call i212) 7578173 from 12 to 5 PM Sof appointment 1756 Broadway
N Y C Suite SD-CRS advertising

NOTICE
Rex Comp has sold his
septic tank cleaning
business due to illness
to his son-in-law Ricky
Alexander The business
and phone will remain the
Rex asks his
some
customers to call Ricky
for the septic tank service 753-5933

14. Want To By

6 Help Wanted

2. Notice

Si

p

Kimball Music
Center
6, war1wov
/ 0410,01 Ky
11 9
441 ,

.

Duo-therm central air unit
36 000 BTU $400 Complete
with hookup_s 436-2514
Feed one adult for $1 06 week.
It including 1 lb meat daily
choice of eight fresh vegetables
and grains Free details T
Box 286 Hardin KY 42048
Finished oak flooring random
samples 150 sq ft Phone
753-9880 after
_ 5 pm
_
- Lawn mower battery 24 Yonth
guarantee $24 99 exchange
Wallin Hardware Paris
Marine batteries 36 month
guarantee $34 99 exchange.
60'month guarantee. $44 99
exchange Wallin Hardware
Par-is
Pana:.-onic AM -FM 8-track
'stereo Call 753-6562 Or 7538666
Two portable buildings. 9. x12
newly constructed
best
materials. $695 each One
house type one barn type Call
474-8800 after 4 pm

Trot line material precut redwood and hardware screen
enough for 250 boxes $250
Call 153 1421 after 5 pm
We bu)i and sell good used fur,
niture and appliances The Odd
Shop, Highway 641 Paris 642
8250 ,

26-.1V-RadiO

Two repossesed 25' color t s.
remote control Take up small
monthly payments Warranted
& B Music. 753-7515

27. Mobile ITOmeUes
Double woe on two acres land
$18 000 Owner will finance
Small down payment Call 4895 pm
after
2248
.
_
Extra nice 1971 *rico mobile
home 1240. 2 bedrooms.
large living room with
.f,replac.e recently remodeled
354-6493
10x50 Homette trailer, $2000
or best offer Call mornings.
354.8061
Two bedroom. 1973 Rictrardsaottner n6aptumral gas heat and central air Located at Riveria
oi Courts .54800 Call 436-2430
One
65'12 and one 52x12 Call
4365553
1974 Universal 12x€0 central
air washer and dryer fully fur
nished new carpeting Call
before 5 pm 753-7205
Two used mobile homes

For rent Mobile homes, nice,
furnished
air conditioned
near University_ located in
Mobile Home Village Phone
753-3895 or 753-3482
Nicely furnished ,three
bedroom in Riveria Courts.
Call

759-4496

12x60 furnished 2 bedroom
Parkville. all electric, washer,
Call
dryer, air conditioned
753-4091

bedroom easy to heat
trailer, in country $100 per
month No pets Couples only
753-8061 leave phone rttmnber-

Small 2

Trailer
4462

753.8918
hours

during

business

327 ii-pls.
-Tor Rent
deluxe apartment 3
family room.
fireplace, central heat. air, US
641 South 492-8634
Furnished or partly furnished
apartment Zimmerman ApartClean

bedrooms

ments, South 16th 753-6609
For rent Nice one bedroom
apartment Call 753-3949
Furnished
downtown
4109

near
apartment
Murry Call ,J.53-

Five room unfurnished apartment. $175 per month plus
deposit Call 153-5447 after 5
Pm
Furnished 2 bedroom 2 bath
apartment Deposit required
Call 753-8271
Furnished, one bedroom, kit'
chen. living room and bath
Close to campus

Call

753-

8742 after 5 pm
For rent One bedroom

garden
carpeted. range.
apartment
'efrigerator disposer private
patio Call 753-7550

apartment, New
$80 per month Call
436-2427 after 5 pm
For sale or.rent New duplex in
Westwood subdivision Two
Furnished

Black and white floor style
television excellent condition
Call 753-5914 after 4 pm.,

$165 month
after 6 pm

554-1026
Respectable family wants to
rent a nice home in North
Calloway County Call 345-2265
after 5 pm
Small camper. trailer with
popup tent for 3 weeks Call

for rent in Hardin 437-

Concord.

bedroom,

bath, large living
with stove and
washer and dryer

room, kitchen
disposal

.iluelkup Call 753-5400 after 4
Pm
New two bedroom duplex
large rooms appliances furnished washer-dryer hookup in
utility Private . carport and
patio deck Call 753 9574 or
753-6513 after 3 30 pm
New 2 bedroom duplex with
carport Calf 7517549
-One bedroom. adjoining University. water furnished $130.

1303 Chestnut Phone 7533134
Two bedroom apartment for
rent Also a three bedroom
apartment for rent Call 7539240 Monday through Friday
Two
bedroom
apartment
Available April 1st Phone 753w
Two
bedroom duplex, brand
new no pets and deposit required Call 753 9400 after 7
pm
Two bedroom apartment. Lynn
Grove, $100 per month, Call
753-7874

33. Rooms for Rent
Room for rent half block from
Campus. $70 'per month Call
753,8333.

347Wouses For Rent
Furnished' one bedroom on
lake Adults only. no pets no
sublent Call 753-0212 or 4365459
Three bedroom brick -city
school district $275 per mon

th security deposit Call 7531222
Two bedroom house in-country •
fireplace, hilly carpetd No
children Call 436 2514 or
after 6. 753-8805

NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Emerson Electric Company is accepting applications each day at the
plant guard house. Permanent jobs

are now available. Machining experience desired. Applicant musl be
-wiffing--to work -arty-shift
benefits and pay. An equal opportunqy employer.
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36. For Rent Or Lease
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43. Real Estate

43, Real Estate
17 Acres of level land Highway
1550 Call 003) 921-1403
aftg 6 pm

47. lAotorcyites
_

STROUT REAETT, INC.
ne Lembo" move

*00

48.

.
11.1
/10/01ES
:
Easy living is offered in this
RUSINESSLS
deluxe brick home in CanterLARE ANC RECREATIONAL
bury Three bedrooms. 2'7
PROPtRt
baths has family room with
Listings neeaea
Offices
AV)
large brick fireplace and many
Coast to Coos, ILvers from
extras such as, compactor inEverywhere Free Cologiug
37. Livestock-Supplies tercom
central vacuum, douStreet Realty
411818
Iwo L. llowssoo Loh.
45 Feeder pigs. 40 lb average, ble garage A truely distinctive
home at $85.000 Call Spann
$35 a head 435-4548
17 Cid11•111f id.
.
753A-.0
0111
i.lie
-a: a. -a 7lit
753-1724
Moon y 4,
For sale Laying hens 436 Realty Associates,
Five acre mini-farm located
2305
- -45. Farms for Sale
mile from lake
Quiet well broken nine year less than one
boat launching ramp On
and
26 acres land off 94 East. one
old grey mare 15 hands
blacktop road (KY 1918) two
Eec
mile east of Elm Grove church.
Perfect disposition $500 753
miles north of Hamlin. KY "Give each one of the committee his pad Call 753-2446 alter 5 pm.
8859
Electric and phone are and pencil Once in a while they have an
Land clewed and leveled. One
3ITPets-Supplies
available Can be purchased
acre or more on black. top road
paya
small
down
with
only
AAA dog grooming L.2 year .
6 miles west of Murray lust off
experience $10 Call Goldie ment and, balance financed at 43. Real
41
Owner
Real
financing
121
Estate
Estate
Brown Lynn Grove 435-4579 less than. bank. rate Let us
available. Call 489-2224. •
se
$17,000
is
the
reduced
price.
•
building
site
show you this fine
•
AKC German Shepherd pup
• to settle estate, on a good solid 46. Homes For Sale
now John C Neubauer. Real
15021
554 2153
pies
three bedroom house at 316 N By owner: 3 bedroom brick, 2
Sycamore St
1111
Estate
Paducah. KY
• 6th. It has new paint, new baths, central heat and air den
Murray 753 0101 or /53•
• storm windows, hardwood with fireplace. large lot, more
Basic and Advanced dug obe- 1531
•
S floors, partial carpeting, large
dience classes and private inacreage if desired. 16 miles
BOYD-MAJORS
• living room, large utility room
structions Also -tracking and Interested in a good commersouth Murray on 641. Will sell
•
REAL ESTATE
and. 5 large closets. Call C.O. less than" appraised. Phone
protection training All breeds ,cial site near the lake? We have
753-8080
Bondurant Realty, 753-995% or (901) 247-3259.
and ages from 2 months up. listed seven lots zone commer753-3460.
Professional instructor 436- cial on KY 444 at the entrance
"Professiona; Services
Country Estate. Four miles east
With The Friendly Touch''
to the entrace to Pine Bluff.
2858
Price reduced, you take the of Hardin 4-way stop 20 woodsaving. Extra nice 3 bedroom, 2 ed acres. Four year old BarDoberman puppies 1 weeks The owner says to sell these
reasonably priced lots Now'
in vanon Redwood ana brick with
home
bath, bric,k
WANT A FARM?
old 436-5414
John C Neubauer, Real Estate
Gatesborough. Central heat and open beamed ceiling, energy
95 acres about 50 open.
Registered American Eskimo 1111 Sycamore St. Murray
air, lot and a half. 2 car garage efficient heat pump and wood
Neat 3 RR., home in
Spitz puppies t502) 554.2153 753-0101 or 753-7531.
with concrete drive. In $50's. heater. fully equipped kitchen,
prime
condition.
Paducah KY
Call Spann Realty Associates, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. Call 362Look us over before you look
Almost new large
753 7724
Public Sale
8064. 527-7161 or 362-8641.
around When you.re ready to
metal pole barn,
buy a home, you need a lot of
House on one acre land witt,
tobacco
barn,
exHaving a yard sale?
questions answered Like what
apartment building. One
cellent investment onThen pickup your free
kind of financing is best?
bedroom apartment, kitchen,
ly $85,000. Only L2 mile
yard sale signs from
Where are the schools? Shopp
living room, bath. shop. -Call
E. of Ledbetter
the Gallery of Harries
ing Centers° What about the
492-8615 after 4 pm
Church Rd., off Hwy.
office on Highway 641
paperwork that's usually involvNew tour bedroom house _ in
1346. Call today.
N. in The Village Shoped° Get the lump on these and
Canterbury. Well planned.
BUSINESS LOT
ping Center just
other questions by calling Cen- Excellent
custom built home. Call 753location,
OWNER FINANCING
across from the
tury 21 Loretta lobs Realtors
3903.
commercial
lot
on
641
AVAILABLE
Boston Tea Party.
at 753-1492 We have lust this N. in
Own your home beat interest
city
with
city
4 bedroom, 2 bath
kind of information that makes
rate's and energy C.t.ISIS.
water. 172 ft. frontage
JOHN SMITH your house hunting easier
large
eat-in
home with
$11.000 will buy charming 3
over one acre in size.
kitchen, large living
bedroom, Cape Cod home-in
I Nestled in among the trees is Good investment. Call
room and dining area.
Murray. New gas furnace, new
753-8080 for more inthe house of your dreams
Central . gas heat;
bath,
new hot water heater,
Large patio just outside the fprmation.
Close to Murray State
newly
carpeted
and decorated.
spacious family room pined by
University and MurStove and refrigerator: Call
a roomy kitchen with built in
ray Middle School,
436-2103. *
753-8080
cook top and double oven
753-7411
located on Sharp
Save 10%. buy trom owner.
baths.
pin',
Three
bedrooms,
2
Nit) I tit ( ICH Iv
AR(
it
_
Street. Owner will conLovely country home with new
and
dining
area
living
room
your
house
We re sold on
Big Rummage sale' riday7
sider financing. Pricelect, plumb, insulation, storm
showing
let
us
For
your
private
theory
is
sell
it
Our
before
we
Saturday. and Sunday from 9
ed at $33,000. Phone
windows and doors. Large kitshow you today Call Spann simple. We take the time to
hI 5 Furniture, topper for DatKopperud
753-1222,
large family room, living
chen,
75-3-7724
Associates
Realty
corit
know your house. price
sun fishing and hunting equipRealty, for 24-hour
room, utility room 2 bedrooms
it's
distincrectly,
and
discover
of
lots
ment nik-nalis and
real estate service.
and bath. On im,ed Claytown
tive features, Because we're
other items The old Murray
rd. (4 miles E of Hazel) Nice
Pierdoen
&
Thornton
OWNER WILL
it,
its
Much
easier
to
sold
on
and Paris Road. 2 houses past
landscaping rd drive, Priced,
FINANCE
and
close
find
the
right
buyers
Insurawc•
&
Will
be
Church
Green Plains
for immediate sale at $20.000.
the sale Then we even save you
Neat two bedroom at
held inside .
Real Estate
To see contact • Elton Hudson,
time after the sale by helping
Lynn Grove. Just
souths,cie Court Square
498-8731.
43. Real Estate
with time-consuming paperlisted. House has famiKeetveky
work It's all a matter of spen47. Motorcycles
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
ly room with a wood753-4451
ding our time wisely so it
Realtors about our VIP Referral
fireplace,
burning
750 Honda Chopper. fully
doesn't waste yours. This is lust
Service because changing
chopped, rigid frame. Kingcoverd patio, carport,
homes is enough trauma by Rental property for sale Ex- another reason you should call
queen seat 16 inch Harley
garage, and outside
itself. In a word its called-ad- cellent cash flow One block Century 21 Loretta lobs
wheel. 8000 miles, $1200
storage. House sits on
iustment Moving from home to from MSU $39.500 Phone Realtors today at 753-1492
753-8515 after 5 pm.
a nicely landscaped 1
We re the Neighborhood Prohome and neighborhood to 759-4538.
1972 750 Honda with 78 super
acre lot. $30,000.
fessionals.
meghborhood
motor. new clutch and
sport
Kopperud
RealPhone
the
in
locatedacres
After we sell your home, we 175
Well built house in city of Murchrome, $1100 1976 550 Honty, 753-1222 for ful
county
the
of
part
southeat
knowing
the
on
pride ourselves
ray on large lot Four bedrooms.
da, 4800 'miles, one owner,
time real estate
neighborhood that awaits you Some tillable land. some young 27 baths, backyard completely
fairing
and crash bars. $1100.
On
pond
vice.
large
elsewhere. The,SChools parks. timber and a
247 3728
fenced. Call for more informa•
mile
one
than
Less
road
good
shopping facilities Now for the
tion. • Extremely well kept 2
less
at
Priced
Creek
lake
from
ingenious part VIP Referral
bedroom brick house on a
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
may also find a buyer for your than $450 per acre. Can be 100x495 lot. 3'2 miles south of
MIR W•lairt Stripoit
reasonable
with
purchased
present home from another ciMurray-, with back yard fenced
Closed lk,1 Day Wed.
balance
the
OIFICE
HOURS:
payment
and
NEW
down
ty. then help that family ad)ust
bank in. $37,900. • 1974 2
7:30 ti15:00
than
Saturda
less
at
7:30-Noon
financed
Monday-Friday
Sound
neighborhood
your
to
bedroom, 2 baths, 12x70
Real
Neubauer,
C
John
rates
Price
et
familiar? It's the same thing
mobile home with redwood
PRICE SHAVE 75'
HAIRCUT $1.25
we do for you someplace else Estate, 1111 Sycamore St porch. $5.500. • Nice 3
or
753753-0101
Murray.
inforhelpful
for
Call 753-1492
bedroom brick house with a
7531
mation on this service
12x16 outside storage that has
concrete floor and is wired
Located in city school district
$33,900. • Sales persons
Wayne Wilson_ 753-5086. Alex
A local manufacturing concern in NorMcLeod, 753-1575: Billie
thwestern - Tennessee is currently accepting
Wtssmann, 753-7476: Stan
applications for the position of buyer.
Wilson, 753-7133. Charles JetCandidates should possess purchasing ex- ,fery. 474-2337: Dan Shipley,
Chainsaw, Lawn Mowers, Motorcycle
perience including knowledge of MR0 in753-2878
3 years experience in John Deere Mowers
ventory and production control system. Vendor- Liaison maintenance 4Pair and milling
Will pick up and service riding mowers
machinery. Degree preferred
All WORK GUARANTEED
This growing fortune 500 Company offers
Call after 4 p.m.weekdays all day Saturdays
excellent salary and fringe benefits. Please
send resume and salary requirements in confidence to

Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

BUYER WANTED

on
s no
436

Recruiting Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
-city
mon
753-

FOOD SERVICE
MANAGER

intry
No
I or

Seeking an individual with proven
management ability and administrative
skills to plan, direct, and supervise a
University Student Center Food Service
operation. Involves ordering food and
supplies, production, sanitation and
training of employees. Degree in Hotel
8. Restaurant Management or Dietetics
preferred. Salary $14,500. Send
resume to:

Office of Personnel Services
.1Aurray_Stote1lniversity
Murray:KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

V

52. Boats and Motors

_
1975 Honda CR-125. good con- For sale 16 Fabuglas boat
dition, $275 Phone 753-.3501 with split windshield Adapted
for fishing or pleasure use 85
Auto. Services
hp Mercury with power trim
Bumper and grill guard for Like new condition Also 36
1976 GMC or Chevy pickup camper type topper for standard size pickup paneled roll
$40 753-9880 after 5 pm
out windows, and walk-in door
Four aluminum slotted- Hug Call 753-4978
wheels for Chevy 078-14
Goodyear tires Less than 500 ;913 Gibson. 42 ft flybridge.
miles $185. Phone 753-7774 75 kw Onan generator. all
electric, twin 225 hp Chrysler
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite engines 175 hrs $25.000 Will
snow tires with studs, mounted take $10.000 cash and financon wheels Will fit Chevrolet ed balanct_over a 5 year period
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet at 12% Phone 753-8640 or
Size G 78x14 $90 Call 753 753-7460.
2796
1978 Hydro-sport 17'. trailer,
140 Mercury motor twin depth
49. Used Cars
finder,
live bait well, built-in
1979 Bonneville and 1978 728
gas'tank. and console steering.
Camaro Both like new Call
Call 753-9240.
753-6562 or 753-8666
1977 Horris flote-bote. 28 ft..
1973 Chevrolet 2-door hardtop.
fully equipped with 1977 ONC
power and air, good condition
120 hp engine Bar, sink. and
$600 Call 753-8649 after 4 refrigerator. Price reduced. Call
Pm436-5380.
1974 Cutlass, good parts car.
Pontoon boat 24 foot, 40 hp
1951 Chevy 'A ton pickup 4
Johnson motor New pontoons.
cylinder Opel motor. 153-.6863.
Call 436-2289 after 5 pm
1978 Camaro, ,.• 105 V8, low
16' Walk through windshield
mileage with lots of extras. Call
abuglas Runabout: Holsclaw
-- • -1-after 4 pm.
tilt bed trailer with •105 hp
1973 Ford Torino, with air, in Chrysler outboard All in good
good condition. Will take best condition. $2795 New Conoffer. Call 767-4052.
cord Grocery 436-5353.
1973 Monte Carlo, silver with 53. Servicei-Offered
maroon vinyl top. Extra nice interior. Automatic with power,
air, and AM-FM. Rides
ROOFING
smoothly Call days 753-1916
All type
free esturpotes
Coll 755,12 days 759or nights 753-6331, ask for
1859 niglit
Lisa.
.1`
New 1980 Corvette $13,700.
753-037-2 after 6 pm
AA-1 ALL TYPES name remodel1968 Nova. 350 - 350 hp, ing
and
maintenance.
transmission,
mags
automatic
References. Guaranteed work.
traction bars, 4 10 rear end Free estimates. Call 753-8948
6000 miles since over haul or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
$500 Call 753-8515 after 5
Carpentry service. Whatever
pm
your needs, old or new, quality
1976 Pinto, red, new tues, work. Call 753-0565.
good shape good gas mileage.
$800 Call 753-5463 anytime.__
PAINTING
Residential, Farm
Want to buy: Small, used car in
and commercial
Spray, brush & roller
the $1000 range. Need
15 Yrs. Experience
automatic shift and air. No
RALPH WORLEY
cars over 10 years old, and'no
dealers please Leave message
436-2353
during the day for David at
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
753-9694.
rates. prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care. 48950. Used Trucks _
2774
1974 Chevrolet Custom Deluxe
free
cleaning,
pickup. Air. power, AM-FM. tilt Carpet
wheel, dual tanks. 454 engine. estimates, satisfied references.
excellent for pulling camper, Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanlarge boat, or trailer. $1375. ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
Also 1973 14 travel trailer. Ex- 753-5827. -cellent condition. $1095. Call Concrete and block work. Block
489-2595
garages, basements. driveways,
1976 30 series Chevrolet walks_ patios, steps free
wrecker, in good condition. estimates Charles Barnett,
with 58.000 miles. Phone 821.- 753-54761
9633.
Call Bob's Home Improvement.
1965 Dodge pickup truck. Call Home repairs remodeling con:rete work 753-450_1_
753-6705 after 5 pm.

SMALL ENGINE
REPAIR

NEAR THE
UNIVERSITY
Extremely attractive
3 bedroom brick home
with fireplace in living
room, formal dining
room,
attached
garage. Home is
situated on lovely treeshaded lot plus extra
lot with garden spot,
fruit trees, and mature
shade trees. Fenced
backyard and outside
storage building. All
this for an attractive
price of $46,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We're bringing
the 1980's home to you
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 square feet insulated metal building
on 1½ acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replace-men
cost - $60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. $60's.

RANDY THWEAT Owner
753-9678 or
436-5830

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
PHYSICAL PLANT
Grounds Maintenance. Responsible for
the maintenance of campus landscaping, lawns, parking areas, and
sidewalks. Must be service oriented

and possess communication skills.
Bachelor's Degree with appropriate
course plus 5 years experience in directing grounds maintenance personnel.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Send letter of application, resume, and
the names of three (3) references by
April 15, 1980 to: Clarence P. Lefler,
Director of Physical Moo, Murray,
Murray, KY 42071.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1976 Ford F-100 'pickup.
40.000 actual miles. 4-speed
manual transmission: 2 barrel
carburator: 8 cylinder engine
Air shocks on rear: Ford factory
fiberglass topper with sliding
windows, screens and top vent
Very good truck. $2500 firm.
serious calls only, please. 4362336 after 6 pm
For sale 1972 Ford 34 ton
pickup good running condition
and tires. $800. Call after, 5
pm. 436-5471
1976 Ford truck custom body
rough. dependable'$675. 7536973.
1978 GMC Series 6500 dump
truck. 10 ft. . Rogers bed
17.500 rear end. 2-speed with
5-speed transmission 13,000
a1c7t2u1a.l miles Excellent condition Priced to sell 901-642I have got a Ford Van. One
owner 1978 Model, E-150. V8,
blue. 489-2177
, 1979 Jeep C1-7 2000 miles
Call 753-9240

51. Campers
Got spring fever? Here s the
cure. go camping' See us for
that new camper or used unit.
Complete line, parts, and accessories Discount prices.
White's Camper Sales, East 94
Highway, Murray, KY, 7530605
Prowler travel trailer. 23 ft..
fully self-contained, excellent
condition. Call 759-41'87 or
753-6317, ask for Rick.

52.11oats and Motors
35' Chnscraft steel hull roamer
sedan cruisei.- 'Generator, air,
depth, shower, pressure-water.
Call (314) 748-5561 office or
1314) 411-8188 home.
Aluminum bass boat, motor.
trailer, depth bnder, trolling
motor. $1500. 753-4398.
14' Alumnicraft 25 hp
Evmrude motor. Dilly trailer.
Call after 6 pm, 753-3786
..15 -foot- A40E1484111- 4-battam
boat 25 hp electric start
motor, and trailer Super-Slick
753-3243 after 5 pm 7538579

Concrete

and block
work. Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps.
Free estimates. Charles
Barnett, 753-5476.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offeret

Jack s Blacktop Paving and
patching Also seal coating
Reasonable prices Phone 753
1537

lionsect Electrician and gas installation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203

Blacktopping
Mitchell
corn driveways and small lobs a
plete auto service Overby speciality also patching and
Rdad Shop 753-8696 home seal coating 753-1537
759-1221 Fast service'
N & M painting and wall paper
Mobile home anchors roots ing 753-7331 or 437-4617
and underpinning Notice' Kimbro's Garage is no*
sealed
Aluminum or fiberglass Also repairing all small engines on
patio awnings and carports tillers lawn mowers and boat
single or double lack Glover motors up to 40 hp Phone
753-1873 after 6 pm
436-5524
Painting - Paper hanging Commercial or residential 25 years
experience Free estimates
159-1987
Will haul driveway white rock
TREES - We hove shade nut
and Ag lime also have any type
Dogwood Evergreen fro
of brown or white pea gravel
Atoms
Potted
Shrubs
Also do backhoe work Cal,
Geranium,
and
Plants
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
Tomaioe<,
753-6763
eiworly d.tc•keet
Lowest powbir
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
ANTIQUES COLLECTABLIS
the home Call 753-2211 or
PLANTS
753-9600
Just got in a new truck load of
Wet basement? We make wet
antiques'
Open 7 days a week
basements dry work complete:
ly guarenteed Call or write
JOYCE'S
Morgan
Construction Co •
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah.
ANTIQUES
KY 42001 or call day or night
AND PLANTS
1-442-7026.
Will mow and trim yards, exat. 1, Farmington, Ky.
perienced and dependable
345.2366 or
Call 492-8556
3452704
Yard work. We haul oft Hus$64
S.,?,, Rout. 94,0
band and wife team. $3 50 per
See Stwo
hour each. Call 753-3423.
Ken's Lawnmower and

PLANT
NOW

I

Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
.
day or night.
FIXED UNTIL
Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
you hope. But the next yEar its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't used Marble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
"fixin days" behind you for good with
MARBLE from...

Thornton Tile
and Marble
So. 9th

Quality That Will Please
753-5719

SPECIAL
OFFER
on Sealy Posturepedic.

..eways white rocked and
i.,r,
graded. Any size white rock or
pea gravel, one ton and up.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
Do you need a Carpenter° We
do paneling. additions. or what
have your All work guaranteed
Call 436-2516.
Ed's Workshop. Furniture repair
and refinishing, custom woodworking, finish carpentry,
general maintenance (502)
354-6238.
Early Bird tune-up Special'
$12.95 Ken's Lawnmower.
Overbey Road call 753-8696
Custom frames, mattes, and frames made
especially for you.

CARTER STUDIO
1 d2co'

Experienced adult will mow
lawns Call 753-3697.
Electrical and
plumbing
repairs by the lob or hour Well
pumps repaired. Call 474-

30 Night Trial Offer!

Prove it to yourself, in your own home, how
great a Postureplic morning can feel. No
morning backache from sleeping on a too,
mattress. Buy the Posturepedic set. Try
soft
Guttering
225
by Sears, Sears continous guqdrs installed 'per "-'it for 30 nights, 30 great mornings. If you're
your specifick100S. Call Sears
not 100% satisfied, we'll buy it back! Aurry
.753-2310 for free estimates. _
- this offer for a limited time only!
•
Heating and pleircbmg-,-SEALY POSTUREPEDIC
trial appliance work, trailer
work Call 753-0357
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
$159 5Queen 2-piece set . . S379.9i
cooling bills Call Sears, 753King 3-piece set . .. $529.93
2310. for free estimates
Full each piece
ALEXANDER
SEPTIC TAN'
CLEANII,
Vacuum clear I from
your driveway! Residential, Commercial, and In• stuittio*- if-armee* Rex
Comp) 24 Hour Service,
Colt.

753-5933

Thurman
Furniture
208 Main

753-4834
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I Funerals 1

Federal Grand Jury
Turns Attention To Loan
Gotten By Hunt...Others

41(
v4lik.

Samuel M. Crowell
Dies Friday At
Murray Hospital

LEXINGTON, Ky. t AP) —
special federal grand jury
apparently has turned its attenuon to a bank loan obtained
by former Democratic state
chairman Howard "Sonny"
Hunt Jr., Frankfort attorney
William P. Curtin Jr., and
Dave Clark of Frankfort.
C T. Huffines, president of
the Bank of Mount Vernon,
.said Friday after .appearing
before the grand jury that the
three men received a $90,000
unsecured loan last June for
an oil venture.
The loan was issued as a sixmonth note, he said, and approved by Jerry Ikerd, the
bank's board chairman. After
six months, interest was paid
on the note and it was extended as a demand note, Huffines
said.
The loan was approved "on
the strength of their financial
statement- and no collateral
was f•equired, H uffines said.
Ikerd could not be reached
for comment Friday.

Samuel Martin Crowell, 79,
Southsnie Manor Apts.. died at
10.30 p.m. Friday. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital_
Survivors include tug' wife,
Iola Wilson Crowell, South.side
Manor: two daughters, Mrs.
Hafford Nadine I Smith. 701
Sycamore. and Mrs. David
Lurlene Becker, Route 2.
Hazel; two sons, J.W., Crosby.
Texas, and Thomas. Route 5,
Murray: one sister. Mrs. Opal
Snuth, St. Lows; eight grandchildren and six greatgrandchildren.
Funeral arrangements currently are incomplete at the
Max Churchill Funeral Home.

Illinois Man Files
Lawsuit Against
Kentucky Officers
OWENSBORO. Ky. AP—
An lllinois man who says he
was unlawfully arrested and
thrown into jail with unclean
people has filed a $150,000
lawsuit against two Kentucky
officers.
The suit was filed Thursday
in U.S. District Court in
Owensboro by Robert J.
Mueller of giver Grove. Ill.
The suil said Mueller was
arrested by a Kentucky state
trooper last April in Henderson County.
Mueller says in the suit he
was jailed with drunk, diseased and unclean people.
He also contended be was
housed in a filthy part of the
jail and was denied a request
for a hearing before a judge.
Named as defendants are
State Trooper William
Heavrin of the Henderson post
and Henderson County jailer
J. T. Southard.
The suit did not say what
charge Mueller was arrested
on or give details on why
Mueller believed the arrest to
be unlawful.

Man Apparently
Jumps Ohio
River Bridge
HENDERSON, Ky. AP) —
A man apparently jumped
from the Ohin River bridge
between Henderson and
Evansville, Ind., this morning, and was rescued by a
fisherman.
Police identified the man as
Gary Bonds,25, of Evansville.

DOT Awards
Grant To
Owensboro

Buchanan's Hobby Is Carving
Miniature Tools From Brass
By DON FUTRELL
Guest Writer
Paul Buehanan has a very
interesting hobby, he carves
miniature tools from solid
brass.
Paul started his craft 23
years ago when he made a
miniature ball peen hammer
to hang on his watch chain.
From that beginning, his collection has grown to 93 pieces,
many of which have very
tiny moving parts. 'Iwo ot
Buchanan's prized pieces, a 2inch tall vise and a 11
/
2-inch
long pair of vise grip pliers,
are fully workable.
Buchanan's tool set encompassear a variety of trades;
carpentry,-masonery, plumbing and wIlciing, to mention a
few.
The painstaking process
begins with a piece of brass, a
hackSaw and a file. Paul explains, "I start by roughing
out the shape on a piece of
brass. I'm no artist, he says.
Paul, who has received

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
cTutzE-zol
Modern Facilities
Efficient. Dedicated .erric('
NIurras

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
— The U.S. Department of
Transportation has awarded a
grant of .$97,587 to the city of
Owensboro for operation expenses for the Owensboro
Transit system for the fiscal
year ending this July.
Announcement of the grant
was made today by U.S. Rep.
William Natcher, D-Bowling
After that I start shaping the Green, and U.S. Sen. Wendell
tool down to size. I drill out the Ford, D-Kv.
holes and file out the hollows.
Then I'm ready for the
finishing touches on the finer
parts." The finishing touches
are made with fine emery
cloth to remove the file marks,
steel .wool for a glossy fihish
and brass polish makes the
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) —
finished tool shine like gold.
When asked how much time he The state Senate has passed a
had spent on the set of tools he House bill raising the
penalties for selling manreplied."I wish I knew."

Paul Buchanan of Murrav proudls displass his show board of 91 handmade miniature
brass tools.

753-6800

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase f
Tobacco I Bair, Products

various recognitions for his
unique craft, feels his tools to
be the only ones of their type
in the world. Most recently his
name has been submitted to
the popular TV show -Real
People." Paul has also received numerous offers to buy his
tools, but as he explains,
"There is too much heart in
thosc tools."
My roughing never looks
much like the tool itself will.

Senate Passes House
Bill.Raising Penalties
For Selling Marijuana

Volcano Lobs Rocks, Boulders

Sightseers Jam Roads
By BILL MERTEN A
Associated Press Writer
COUGAR, Wash. ( API —
Sightseers jammed the roads
as explosive Mount St. Helens
added new substance to its
volcanic fury, lobbing rocks
and boulders hundreds of feet
into the air and tossing soot 50
miles.
"All day long the old beast
has just perked along, like a
coffee pot," Torn Sayre,a U.S.
Forest Service officer in Vancouver, said Friday as the
9,677-foot volcano ended 123
years of silence.
The mountain belched
volcanic ash and steam all day
Friday as a plume rose 5,000
feet above the peak and
deposited soot far downwind.
However, no -damage- was-reported.
Dan Miller of the U.S.
Geological Survey's Volcanic
Hazard Project said he saw

Three Hearings
Conclude Thursday
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
IAP) — A series of three
public hearings on cable
television service for Bowling
Green and Warren County
concluded Thursday night.
Now it's up to the Bawling
Green City Commission and
Warren Fiscal Court to try
and determine which of the
eight firms bidding on Hie
franchise will get to service
the area.
Mayor Harold Asher Miller
estimated it would take about
a month for final determination to be made.
One company estimates it
will serve 15,000 dwellings
within the first year.
County 'Judge-Executive
Basil Griffin said he planned
to meet today with Miller to
map out plans for possible
meetings between the city
commission and fiscal court.
All commissioners and
magistrates say they have not
eliminated anyone from the
competition as of yet,
although several say they
started their own personal
ranking procedure for the
eight firms.
The eight firms are Western
Kentucky Cablevision, Bowling Green-Liberty Cable TV,
- Starer - Communications,
Telecable Corp.. Kentucky
Telecommunications, Warner
Cable Corp., Douglas Cornmunications and West Kentucky Cable TV.

Hunt's name has surfaced
repeatedly in the 911 months
since the grand jury began its
investigation of alleged corruption in state government.
Curtin Was Democratic Party treasurer fromj976 to 1978.
He also was chairman of then
Gov. Julian Carroll's successful campaign for a full
term in the fall of 1975.
Clark is an officer of
Brighton Engineering Co.,
which received several state
contracts during Carroll's administration.
The grand jury apparently
also examined more insurance contracts Friday.
Frank Crane of Crane Insurance Co., Elizabethtown,
delivered a large carton to
prosecutors Friday morning.
He said later the panel had
subpoenaed records from his
agency for 1977 and 1978.
Asked if he testified about
insurance
commissionsharing, Crane said, "I don't
think I really need to comment
on that."
•
Commission-sharing has
been an area of apparent
grand jury interest. It was
mentioned last October in an
affadavit filed by Joseph
Lawless,a U.S. Department of
Justice attorney.
The affadavit cited a possible "scheme" in which commissions on insurance contracts issued by the state were
allegedly shared with, insurance agencies designated
by certain public and
Democratic Party officials.
. Witnesses subpoenaed by a
grand jury are not necessarily
targets of an investigation.

juana, but amended it to allow
a person to possess greater
amounts without facing new,
stiffer penalties.
As passed by the House, a
person possessing 30 grams or
more of manjuana — slightly
more than an ounce — would
have faced a penalty of one to
five years in prison and a fine
of $1,000 to $5,000,
Under the Senate amendment Friday, the amount is
raised to eight ounces.
The possession of eight
ounces or less could mean a
penalty of 90 days in jail or a
$250 fine while manufacturing
and selling that amount could
result in a year in jail or a fine
of $500, or both, for the offender.
The Senate retained a provision of the House bill that provides for a sentence of five to
10 years in prison and a fine of
$5,000 to $10,000 for possession
of more than five pounds of
marijuana.
The current penalty for
possession of any amount of
marijuana is up to 90 days in
the county fait or a fine of not
more than $250.
The measure was,approved
by a 22-1 vote and no* goes
back to the House for concurrence in Senate amendments.

rocks and boulders poppini, dous, but we are seeing
from a crater that had opened nothing now to enable .us to
predict a larger)eruption."
Thursday near the sununit.
The stench.. • of sulfur
He said the material, most
permeated
the ati around the
of it apparently about 3 feet in
diameter, soared up through a peak as moderate earth500-foot cloud cover, then quakes shook the ground and
dropped back to within 200 several fissures cut across the
summit. Black ash dusted the
yards of the crater.
Sayre,said scientists would summit and was reported east
continue to monitor the moun- as far as Trout Lake and Glentain over the weekend while wood.
A crater 250 feet by'200 feet
roads remained closed near
the peak, located 50 miles nor- - was formed Thursday when
thnortheast of Portland, Ore. the volcano erupted for the
He said roads`had been clogg- first time since 1857. Frear
ed with sightseers, and more said the crater grew as the
were expected over the mountain heaved, but bad
weather prevented further
weekend.
measurement.
James Moore and Don
Numerous mudslides travelSwanson of the USGS in Menlo
Park, Calif., used a helicopter ed 1,000 to 2,000 feet down the
to- reach-- -the 5,500-foot -level --.mountain as hot rocks thrown
Friday and gather ash out of the crater melted snow.
Dave Seesholtz, a Forest
samples from the upper slopes
of the snow-covered mountain. Service spokesman, said Fri—There was no molten lava day that one mudflow traveled
or magma coming out.," said to the 4,900-foot level.
Sayre. -It shows that just old
resident material is being
forced out of the cone."
The activity could stop, continue at the same level for
days or weeks, or escalate,
and geologists feel their data
is inadequate to make a
prediction. said Sam Frear of
nurse; Donna Dublin, Lourdes
A seminar, "Aging Comthe Forest Service.
munication: Interacting Ef- Hospital nUrse; Dr. Wallace
"Ash is very important," fectively,"
has been scheduled Haggett, MSU social work
said Swanson. "because they
division director; Dr. Walter.
for 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuestell us whether there is new
E. Mischke Jr., First United
day, April 29, in Room 226 of
molten material being
Methodist Church minister;.
Roy Stewart Stadium.
erupted. ... Mount St. Helens
Bob
Mitchell, consultant with
The seminar, designed for
has the potential to be hazarthose who minister to the the J.U. Kevil Center; Reita
elderly, is being sponsored by Moody, Western Baptist
Hospital chaplain; Judy Nanthe Jackson Purchase Area
Health Education System in tau .apd Debbie Crutcher,
cooperation with the Murray clinical supervisors at MSU;
Ministerial Association and Charles L. Noles, clinical
audiologist at MSU; and
Murray State University.
Robert McCullagh.
PADUCAH. Ky. i AP
The focus of the seminar is • Continuing Education Units
Kentucky state police releasad further information Friday corrununication problems of will be offered by MSU and
about the slayings of a young the elderly, including hearing have been applied for from the
loss, aphasia and laryngec- Kentucky Board of Licensure
Livingston County couple.
Information officer Richard__ tomy. The workshop will at- of Nursing Home AdWright said detectives report tempt to promote a better ministrators.
The registration fee for the
Michael Borders, 21, and his understanding of the aging
wife, Melissa, 17, were last communication process and to workshop is $12 for those
explain, how and why com- wishing CEUs and $10 for all
seen the night of March 17.
others. Lunch is not included
For the first time, police munication problems occur.
have listed the cause of death.
Speakers will offer sugges- in the fee. Registration should
Officers say Borders was shot tions for dealing with these be made prior to April 11 with
in the head and his wife was problems, and those in atten- checks payable to Pamela
struck orTtlle head with a blunt dance should be able to im- Underwood,JP-AHFS.
Reservations may be sent to
instrume'nt.
prove their ability to interact
Police said 'no- cnotive„.is more effectively with the com- Pamela Underwood, JP• knoWh and no arrest has been municatively handicapped ARES, Room 310, Ordway
Hall, Murray State Universimade or warrants issued.
older person.
ty, Murray, Ky. 421571; or the
...late --bodies were, found a
Participating on
week ago Friday by Borders' gram will be Dr. Phillip Klep- Rev:John Chtircheieft; Acif107
mother, who went to their per and Dr. Charles Clark, Hazel, Ky..42049; or the Rev.
home near Kentucky Lake physicians at the Murray- Dr. David Roos, First Chrisafter she had not heard from colloway County Hospital; tian Church, Murray, Ky.
the couple for several days.
Sabrina Karraker, MCCH -42071.

Seminar On Aging
Communication Slated
For April 29 At Stadium

Further Information
About Double
Slaying Released

4

PRODUC IION — -V1 hat is the Color of the Wide, Wide
World?' continues at the University 'heatre on the
Murray State campus. Pictured in refit:al...al from a scene
of the production are(from left): Annabel Lee, tesington;
Debbie Geurin, Murray; and Paul Scovill, Harvey's Lake,
Pa. Curtain time for all performances is 8 p.m. and.reservations ma$, be made las calling the theatre at 767-6797.

House Delays Vote On
Bill Setting Up Possible
Auto Emissions Testing
FRANKFORT, Ky. I API --have to be approved by the
The state House of RepresenSenate before the hill can
tatives has delayed a vote on a
become law.
bill setting.up the mechanism
The bill passed last week by
for possible automobile emissions testing in Kentucky after the Senate was a compromise
emotional debate over how from the original bill that
wide the measure should app- would have mandated auto
emission testing in Jefferson,
The House Friday _amended Boone, Kenton and Campbell
the Senate-passed bill to apply counties
the provisions to any county
Those counties do not meet
that does not meet federal federal air standards and are
clean air standards instead of facing a cutoff in federal funds
Jefferson County anti three if their air is not cleaned up.
northern Kentucky counties.
The bill authorizes the state
Opponents later tried to Department for Natural
remove the amendment. After Resources and Environmental
more than an hour of debate Protection to draft a program
the House agreed to put the to have the counties meet the
bill off until Saturday to allow federal standards, including
efforts for a compromise.
possible auto emission testing..
The House also approved an
The measure also creates a
amendment to provide that if 15-member committee of
any provision is declared un- legislators — 10 from Jefferconstitutional, the whole bill son County and fi.y from the
would be unconstitutional.
other counties — tha could reThose amendments would ject any proposed plan.

'Science And Religion'
Is Topic Of Hamilton's
Address At Murray State
"Science and Religion" is •
Dr. Harrulton's,:appearance
the topic which Dr. Joseph on campusls jointly sponsored
Hamilton will address when by the United Campus
he visits the Murray State Ministry and the Baptist Stucampus Tuesday April 1.
dent Union.
A recognized nutlear scienThe guest speaker is cur.
tist and active churchman, rently professor of physics at
Dr. Hamilton will discuss "A -Vanderbilt University as well
as chairman of the Department of Physics arid
Astrononny there. He holds his
B.S. degree from Mississippi
College and both M.S. and
Ph.D. from Indiana UniOrsity. In addition to severml hundred technical articles', he has
also authored 19 alticles on
the relationship of science to
religion and other facets of
human experience.
Dr. Hamilton is both lecturer and consultant and has
traveled extensively abroad in
his work. He is a layman in the
Glendale Baptist Church in
Nashville and serves on the
board of directors of the Baptist Student Union at
Vanderbilt. He is married to
Dr. Joseph Hamilton
the former Jannelle Landrinn
Religious Perspective in a and they have two children.
Scientific Age" in room 228
Students, faculty, and the
Blackburn Science building general public are welcome to
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. That attend. For more information,
evening at 6:15 he will speak call the United Campus
on the theme "The World of
Ministry at 753-3531 or the
Modern Science" at the Hart Baptist Student Union at 753Hall Coffeehouse.
5771.
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1976 Lincoln ,
Approximately 49,000 miles, loco' cor, loaded with
extras, extra nice.

$4800.00
Kopp That Groot GM Feewly
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Continuous
Protection
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